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ABSTRACT

The Effect of the Estimate of Resting Metabolic Rate on the Correlation
Between Energy Expenditure as Estimated Using Self-Reports of
Physical Activity and Food Intake Records in Older Adults

by

Judy Hurd, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 1998

Major Professor, Co-Chair: Kevin S. Masters, Ph.D .
Department: Psychology
Co-Chair: Julianne Abendroth-Smith, Ed.D .
Department: Physical Education

This study measured total daily energy expenditure (TDEE) in adults at least 50
years of age. The goal was to determine the effect of the estimate of resting metaboli c
rate (RMR) on the relationship between energy expenditure estimates made using (a)
self-reports of physical activity and (b) food intake records. The objectives were to
determine if (a) RMR estimates based on body composition, body weight, and the
metabolic cart were strongly related to each other, and (b) TDEE estimates based on a 7day physical activity diary and a 7-day food intake record were more strongly related to
each other when an RMR was used that was based on body composition, body weight, or
the met cart . This was a three-phase study.
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In phases I and II, the Pearson r was computed for all combinations of methods .
If r > .80, the most practical method for field use was used in the next phase. Phase I:

Estimated body composition using bioimpedance (BIA), skinfold (SKF), and girth.
Phase II: Measured RMR using a met cart and three equations. Phase III: Computed
TDEE using the self-reports. The Pearson r was computed to determine which methods of
estimating RMR resulted in the strongest relationships.
Forty-four older adults participated. Phase I: r = .88 for SKF, girth; r = .64 for
SKF , BIA. Phase II: rs ranged from .47 to .59 between the met cart-RMR and all the
other methods; rs ranged from .84 to .98 for the remaining methods. Phase III: r = .41
between the two estimates of TDEE that used a body weight -RMR; r = .59 between
estimates using a met cart-RMR; and r = .58 between estimates using a body
composition-RMR. Even though r = .59 and r = .58 are similar, the average individual
difference between the two estimates for each participant was smaller for the metabolic
cart- RMR (372 calories /day) than for the body composition-RMR (1,045 calories /day),
which suggests that body composition is not as useful as a met cart when estimating
TDEE for older adults . When estimating clients' daily calorie needs, health professionals
ought to consider using a met cart to estimate RMR and TDEE instead of other methods .
(169 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

It is well documented that the profile of the American population is changing. By
the year 2000 , thirty-five million people will be over 65 years of age, representing about
13% of the population, in comparison to 8% of the population in 1950. Of these, 4.5
million will be over 85 years old (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1991).
It is as important for these groups to maintain their health and to lead productive,
fulfilling lives as it is for other segments of the population. This would help keep health
care costs to a minimum, increase the time individuals are self-sufficient, and improve
their general quality of life. Also well documented is that physical activity is an integral
component of health promotion and disease prevention. Physical activity is assessed
using a variety of methods. These methods result in quantifying physical activity in
terms of energy expenditure. Obviously, the best estimates are those that are the most
accurate for the individuals being assessed . Accurate measurement is critical, especially
when creating and monitoring interventions designed to promote physical activity and
exercise adherence for the individual. This study focused on the measurement of physical
activity in this population of adults who are at least 50 years of age. In order to
understand the aspect of measurement addressed by this study, it is first necessary to
understand the problem with the measurement of physical activity. With such
knowledge, the purpose of the study, the research questions, and the importance of the
study become clear. The balance of this chapter is dedicated to providing the reader with
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such clarity . Definitions of frequently used terms are provided at the end of the chapter
for clarification of terms with which the reader might be unfamiliar.

Statement of the Problem

Measures of physical activity , quantified in terms of energy expenditure , can be
placed into one of two categories , direct measures and indirect measures . Direct
measures include self-reports , such as the recall of physical activity and ratings of
perceived exertion, and tend to be based on an individual's perceptions. These direct
measures of physical activity are generally reported in units of METs, or metabolic
equivalents, which is a multiple of the individual's resting metabolic rate (RMR). There
are also various indirect measures of energy expenditure. Physiological fitness
assessments and dietary assessments are indirect measures that are used to provide more
objective estimates of energy expenditure. Body composition estimates , specifically fatfree body mass (FFM) , can be used in the estimation of energy expenditure due to its
influence on the RMR of individuals (McArdle , Katch , & Katch, 1996). Values resulting
from mechanically or electronically monitoring an individual ' s activity also provide
objective information. Motion sensors are frequently used electronic devices that
measure horizontal motion of the total body . The Caltrac accelerometer is an example of
a motion sensor used in many studies of physical activity. It is worn around the waist and
reports estimates of movement in kcals, which can be easily converted into METs. Thus,
like self -reports , METs are the scale of choice of more objective measures of physical
activity .
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Both categories of physical activity measures are used to estimate energy
expenditure and physical activity. Since both are designed to measure the same
construct, physical activity, it would be expected that the correlation between the data
collected using both would be strong. A correlation of .80, for example, would not be
surprising . Studies conducted for the purpose of validating self-reports of physical
activity have computed the correlations between the self-reports and more objective
measures. Examples include the correlation between recalled physical activity and the
Caltrac monitor , and recalled physical activity and diaries of food intake . Unfortunately ,
many of these studies have resulted in correlations of .35 and lower , weaker than
expected. LaPorte and his colleagues (1983) assessed physical activity in older women ,
expecting to find a respectable relationship between the readings from a Large Scale
Integrated (LSI) Activity Monitor and caloric intake. They reported that caloric intake
was not correlated with the LSI readings , and concluded that daily food records were not
useful for accurately assessing physical activity in epidemiologic studies. Similar
findings were reported by Pols, Peeters, Kemper, and Collette ( 1996) in a study
involving older women . They observed a correlation of -.16 between daily energy
expenditure based on a 3-day activity diary and mean daily energy intake based on
dietary recalls . A third study that investigated the assessment of physical activity
(Dishman, Darracott, & Lambert, 1992) correlated energy expenditure estimated using a
7-day recall and the Caltrac motion sensor. They reported a correlation of .35 between
these two measures.
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Researchers have put forth several possible explanations for these weak
correlations . First, they suggested that the measures might be measuring different
constructs. Second , the measures might be measuring different aspects of the same
construct (Ainsworth et al., 1993). Jacobs , Ainsworth , Hartman, and Leon ( 1993)
acknowledge that the variation in the estimate of RMR is not taken into account , and that
this might help explain the weak relationship . They also suggest that people of the same
body size , gender , and age might compensate for time they spend in more vigorous
activities by spending less time in moderate activities. Yet another possible explanation
put forth was that the Caltrac is not sensitive to a number of activities that are reported on
self-reports (Jacobs et al., 1993; Miller , Freedson, & Kline , 1994). Before research can
be advanced in the area of exercise promotion and adherence, this weak correlation must
be at least understood and at best reconciled (Dishman , 1994; Dishman et al., 1992). The
problem this study addressed is the weak correlation between self-reports of physical
activity and more objective measures of physical activity. The explanation investigated
by this study was proposed by Jacobs and his colleagues (1993) ; the variation in the
estimate of RMR is not currently taken into account and is at least partially responsible
for the weak correlations reported in the literature. This possible explanation was studied
in a cohort of older adults.

Research Questions

This study will investigate the weak correlation between direct and indirect or
more objective measures of physical activity from the viewpoint that the variation in the
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estimate of RMR is not currently taken into account. Three questions will be addressed .
1. Do the following three methods of measuring body composition, (a) skinfold
measurements from 10 body locations , (b) girth measurements, and (c) bioimpedance
analysis, result in estimates that are strongly correlated (r

2".:.80)

with each other when

used with older adults ?
2. Do the following four methods of estimating an individual's resting metabolic
rate , (a) metabolic cart measurement , (b) derivation using the traditional average that is
based solely on body weight, (c) derivation using Cunningham ' s regression equation , and
(d) derivation using Ferrarro and Ravussin's regression equation , result in estimates that
are strongly correlated (r 2".:.80) with each other when used with older adults ?
3. Is there a stronger correlation between estimates of energy expenditure of
older adults derived from physical activity diaries and estimates derived from food intake
records when an individualized RMR is used in the derivation from the activit y diari es
that is based on body composition or a metabolic cart than when an RMR is used that is
based solely on body weight ?
The answers to these questions will be useful to those health professionals who
work with older adults, both in assessing their energy expenditure and in designing
effective interventions dealing with weight control.

Importance of the Study

The answers to these questions will be of practical value to those health
professionals working with older adults , both in community and clinical settings . At best,
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a more accurate method of measuring the individual's energy expenditure will be
demonstrated.

This would benefit the health professional working with older adults in a

variety of ways . First , an accurate estimate of current levels of energy expenditure could
be made. With an individualized RMR in hand, the energy baseline for each individual
would be known and a sound intervention program of weight control could be
constructed based on diet, exercise, and an effective combination of the two (Mc Ard le et
al., 1996). Individuals could be given a realistic picture of how much energy they use at
rest and in activities during a typical day . Second , given a more accurate measure of
RMR , intervention programs could be designed that include recommended dail y food
intake, and amount and type of physical activity , along with realistic expectations based
on the individual instead of the average. Third , a method of estimatin g the body
compo sition of older adults could be used that is more comfortable for this popul ation
than is the current gold-standard , hydrostatic weighing , which requires total body
submersion . Furthermore , some of the possible alternative explanations for the weak
correlation between self-reports and more objective measures of ph ysical activity will be
ruled out , leaving future researchers with a fewer number of possibi Iities to investigate .

Terms

1. Adipose tissue mass (A TM): Body tissue consisting of about 83% fat and its
supporting structures of about 2% protein and about 15% water (Heyward & Stolarczyk ,
1996) .
2. Anabolism: The process of building tissue (McArdle et al. , 1996) .
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3. Anaerobic metabolism: Catabolism of energy substrates with the utilization
of oxygen; energy transfer resulting from involvement of electron transport and the
accompanying oxidative phosphorylation.
4. Anaerobic threshold: The work rate at which blood lactate concentration
starts to increase during graded exercise (i.e., onset of blood lactate accumulation,
OBLA) ; the work rate at which metabolic acidosis and associated changes in respiratory
gas exchange occur during graded exercise.
5. Anthropometric methods: Practical, though less accurate, methods of
estimating body composition in comparison to hydrostatic weighing. These methods
include measuring an individual's height, weight, circumferences, diameters, and
skinfolds. (McArdle et al., 1996).
6. Aqueous group: One of three main chemical groups used to organize body
weight according to the chemical six-compartment model; consists of water (Heymsfield
& Waki , 1991).

7. Basal metabolic rate (BMR): The minimum level of energy required to sustain
the body 's vital functions while in the waking state (McArdle et al., 1996); values for
02 uptake range from 160 to 290 mL per minute (0.8 to 1.43 kcal per min); depends on
overall body size and fat-free body mass.
8. Calorimetry: Methods of evaluating metabolic energy that can be direct or
indirect. An example of direct calorimetry is bomb calorimetry where the nutritional
value of food is determined by placing it in a weighed amount of water in a bomb and
igniting it in the presence of oxygen. The temperature rise and mass of water are
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measured and the nutritional value of the food determined . An example of indirect
calorimetry is using a portable respirometer.

The subject breathes into a mouthpiece that

is connected to a bag. The air volume and concentrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide
are measured to compute the metabolic energy of the subject (Banister & Brown , 1968).
9. Carbon dioxide production (VC02) : The volume of carbon dioxide produced ;
the volume of the carbon dioxide in the expired air of an individual.
l 0. Catabolism : The process by which protein is broken down and contributes to
the body ' s total energy requirement (McArdle et al. , 1996) .
11. Epidemiologic studies : Studies focusing on elements that contribute to the
occurrence or nonoccurrence of a disease in a population .
12. Essential lipids : Compound lipids , phospholipids , which are needed for cell
membrane formation ; about 10% of total bod y lipid (He yward & Stolarczyk , 1996).
13. Fat-free mass (FFM) or fat-free bod y (FFB) : The bod y mass devoid of all
extractable fat ; all residual , lipid-free chemicals and tissues , including water , muscle ,
bone connective tissue and internal organs (Heyward & Stolarczyk , 1996) .
14. Fat mass (FM): All extractable lipids from adipose tissu e and other tissues in
the body (Heyward & Stolarczyk , 1996) .
15. Graded exercise: Exercise that becomes more intense in a syst ematic ,
predictable basis.
16. Lean body mass (LBM): The FFM plus the essential fat stores in bone
marrow, the brain , spinal cord, and internal organs; typically 3% for males and 12% for
females.
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17. Mineral group: One of three main chemical groups used to organize body
weight according to the chemical six-compartment model; consists of osseous and
extraosseous components; osseous mineral consists of the main mineral found in bone
and accounts for over 75% of total body mineral ; extraosseous mineral , or cell minerals,
are those that are distributed within the intracellular and extracellular fluid
compartments (Heymsfield & Waki , 1991).
18. Nonessential lipids: Triclycerides found primarily in adipose tissue ; about
90% of total body lipid (Heyward & Stolarczyk , 1996).
19. Organic group : One of three main chemical groups used to organize body
weight according to the chemical six-compartment model; consists of glycogen , protein
and fat (Heymsfield & Waki , 1991); glycogen is a storage carbohydrate that is unique in
mammalian muscle and liver (McArdle et al., 1996).
20 . Oxygen uptake (V02): The volume of oxygen taken in and utilized by an
individual.
21. Relative body fat (%BF) : Fat mass expressed as a percentage of total body
weight (Heyward & Stolarczyk , 1996).
22. Resting metabolic rate (RMR): Includes basal metabolic rate and sleeping

conditions , and the added metabolic cost of arousal (McArdle et al., 1996); accounts for
60 to 75% of a typical person's total daily energy expenditure.
23. Subcutaneous fat: Adipose tissue stored underneath the skin (Heyward &
Stolarczyk, 1996).
24. Total body density (Db) : Total body mass expressed relative to total body
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volume (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996).
25. Total body lipid: The group of organic compounds (hydrocarbon chains),
which are insoluble in water and greasy to the touch; consists of simple lipids such as
triglycerides, compound lipids such as phospholipids , and derived lipids such as fatty
acids and steroids (McArdle et al., 1996).
26. Total daily energy expenditure (TDEE): Influenced by the individual's (a)
RMR, (b) thermogenic effect of consumed food, and (c) energy expended during
physical activity and recovery.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Physical activity is assessed using a variety of methods. These methods result in
quantifying physical activity in terms of energy expenditure . Obviously , the best
estimates are those that are the most accurate for the individuals being assessed. An
individual's daily energy expenditure can be divided into three components : (a) the
resting metabolic rate (RMR), (b) the thermic effect of physical activity , and (c) the
thermic effect of feeding (eating). Each of these components is responsible for a
percentage of an individual's total daily energy expenditure (TDEE). An individual ' s
RMR, which includes the sleeping metabolism , basal metabolism , and arousal
metabolism , is responsible for 60% to 75% , the majority of the total daily energy
expenditure . The thermic effect of physical activity , consisting of occupational , home ,
sports , and recreational activities , accounts for 15% to 30% of one ' s daily energy
expenditure . The third component , the thermic effect of feeding or eating, is responsible
for about 10% of one ' s total daily energy expenditure (McArdle et al., 1996). An
accurate RMR , which accounts for the majority of an individual's TDEE , is critical to a
best-estimate of TDEE. An important point to keep in mind is that such estimates must
be relatively easy and inexpensive to make if they are to be useful to health practitioners
working in the field. In this way, interventions can be designed and monitored that are
based on the individual. This would contribute to effective programs and a healthier
population. One population that would benefit from effective assessments of physical
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activity consists of adults 65 years of age and older. Thi s group , referred to as older
adults for the balance of this discussion , is growing at a rapid rate and will number 35
million by the year 2000. This represents 13% of the total population in comparison to
8% in 1950. Of these 35 million older adults, 4.5 million will be over 85 years old.
Since physical activity plays a vital role in good heath , the accurate assessment of
physical activity and the effective design and monitoring of interventions designed to
promote and maintain physical activity are important to the wellness of this group . It is
well documented that aging is associated with physiological changes and characteristics
not shared by younger adults (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996; McArdle et al., 1996;
Poehlman , 1993). Hence , it is a population with unique characteristics that best-estimate
ph ysical activity measurement methods need to take into account. This literature review
focuses on methods of estimating TDEE for this popul ation and on the practic al valu e of
using each method in the field (as opposed to using each method in a laboratory setting) .
Estimating an individual ' s TDEE can be done through a series of tasks . First, the
RMR must be estimated . This can be done using a metabolic cart , which is an indirect
measure of RMR, but is more direct than the two alternative methods. The first
alternative method of estimating RMR involves calculations based on the individual ' s
body composition , traditionally thought of as consisting of fat mass (FM) and fat-free
mass (FFM) , each having a consistent density in an individual. The decline in the FFM
of aging adults is thought by some to be responsible for about 7 5% of the observed RMR
decline in this population (Poehlman , 1993). This traditional model of body composition
views the human body in terms of two compartments, FM and FFM. Body composition
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is currently being investigated in terms of multicompartment models (Heymsfield et al.,
1990) instead of this two-compartment model, but the traditional view of FM and FFM is
still used in field estimates of body composition due to well-developed methods, ease of
use, and their relatively low cost. In addition, these methods still provide relative
estimates of body composition, and equations are being developed based on
multicompartment models that can be used with results from two-compartment methods.
Once these two components of body composition are estimated, appropriate populationspecific regression equations can be used to estimate the individual's Rl\tlR. The second
alternative method of estimating RMR involves using a standardized average RMR,
which is based solely on the individual's weight, resulting in the same amount of energy
expended per kilogram of body weight for everyone . Once the RMR of the individual is
estimated, standard procedures exist that result in the calculated estimate of the
individual's total daily energy expenditure (TDEE).
In order to understand the measurement problem that seems to exist with
estimates of energy expenditure, it is important to be familiar with frequently used
methods of estimating an individual's (a) body composition, (b) resting metabolic rate,
and (c) energy expenditure . Each topic will now be discussed in detail, with descriptions
of current procedures, limitations, findings , applications to older adults, practical value
for field use, and new trends.
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Body Composition

In estimating energy expenditure, it is important to first have accurate methods of
evaluating body composition, as many estimates of RMR result from regression
equations that use FM and FFM. Current methods of assessing body composition divide
the body weight into two or more compartments that are based on theoretical models
(Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996; McArdle et al., 1996). The traditional model, known as
the whole body two-compartment model , divides body weight into FM and FFM.
Central to this traditional model is the assumption that the densities of FM and FFM in all
individuals are the same. It is due to the lack of support found for this assumption that
multicompartment models are replacing the two-compartment model in clinical settings.
Results ofrecent studies seem to indicate that there is great variability in the density of
FFM between individuals, especially older adults (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996; Jebb &
Elia, 1993; McArdle et al., 1996). This finding has complicated the accurate estimate of
body composition.

For this reason, and with advancements in technology,

multicompartment models have recently been developed that divide FFM into various
components.

For example, the anatomic four-compartment model divides body weight

into adipose tissue, nonskeletal muscle soft tissue, skeletal muscle, and bone. A third
model, the chemical four-compartment model, divides body weight into fat, water,
protein, and mineral. The fluid five-compartment model is a fourth model used to
describe body composition.

In this model, an individual's bod y weight is divided into

fat, extracellular fluid (ECF), intracellular fluid (ICF), extracellular solids (ECS), and
intracellular solids (ICS; Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996) . A fifth model is presented by
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Heymsfield & Waki (1991), who discussed a six-compartment chemical model they
described as the classic chemical model. This model organizes body weight into three
main chemical groups: aqueous, mineral (osseous and extraosseous components), and
organic (glycogen, protein, and fat components) . A summary table of the theoretical
models of body composition is found later in this dissertation. The whole body , twocomponent model will now be discussed in detail , along with methods utilizing the
model. This will be followed by a presentation of the multi compartment models and their
associated methods . The section will end with a summary of how current views of body
composition and its measurement can aid in making field estimates of energy expenditure
in older adults.

Whole Body, Two-Compartment
Model (FM and FFM)
This model of the human body uses a reference body, the weight of which is
divided into FM and FFM. Five basic assumptions are associated with this model
(Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996). These assumptions are summarized in Table 1.
Commonly used methods that employ this two-compartment model include
hydrostatic weighing, total body water, skinfold measurements , girth measurements, total
body potassium, and bioimpedance analysis (BIA). Each method will be discussed in
detail.
Hydrostatic weighing. In this method, body fat is estimated from body density
(ratio of body mass to volume) . This method has been considered the gold standard of
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estimating body composition. The density of an individual's body (Db) can be derived
from the following formula:

Db= wt in air I [((wt in air - wt in water) I water density) - residual lung volume)]

The density is then converted into percent body fat using regression equations . Heyward
and Stolarczyk (1996) presented population-specific formulas for converting the Db of
older adults into percent body fat. The formulas are shown in Table 2. Notice that

Table 1
Assumptions of the Whole Body Two-Compartment Model
Assumption
1. The density of fat in all individuals
is 0.90 l grams per cubic centimeter
(glee).

Support
Reasonable assumption:
Studies show the density of FM in individuals is
about the same , regardless of gender or age.

2. The density of fat-free mass in all

Questionable assumption :
Studies have shown that the density of FFM
varies between individuals and decrea ses with
age.

individuals is 1.10 glee .

3. The densities of fat and fat-free mass
(water, protein and minerals) are the
same for all individuals .

Questionable assumption:
Studies have shown hydration between
individuals to not be constant (Heymsfield &
Waki, 1991).

4. The densities of the tissues making
up the fat-free mass are constant
within an individual, as are the
proportional contributions to the
lean component.

Questionable assumption:
Studies using advanced technologies have shown
that the proportional contributions to FFM are
not constant (Jebb & Elia, 1993).

5. The individual being measured
differs from the reference body only
in the amount of fat; the fat-free
mass is assumed to be 73 .8% water ,
19.4% protein, and 6.8% mineral.

Questionable assumption :
The components of FFM do not seem to occur in
the same proportion to each other in all
individuals (Heymsfield & Waki , 1991).
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different equations have been developed for different races, due to findings that body
densities seem to be different for each group. The equations presented for white
(assumed to be Caucasian) individuals can be used for adults from 20 to 80 years old, not
exactly specific to older adults, but nevertheless shown to be valid as estimates for this
older population. Using these equations to compute FM has its own error in the
measurement as it assumes the same bone density and muscle density for all individuals
(McArdle et al., 1996). This assumption of constant densities of the fat-free components
(bone, muscle, water, mineral) among individuals could not be confirmed with recent
studies of human cadavers. In fact, large variations in bone densities have been observed
among individuals (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996; Jebb & Elia, 1993; McArdle et al.,
1996). This implies that studies of body composition in older adults might be more

Table 2
Conversion Formulas for Estimating Percentage Body Fat from Body Density for Older
Adults

Female/male assumptions

Female BF%= Assumed
FFBd (fat-free body
density , glee)
Proportion of FFM
tissue assumptions (%
ofFFM)
Male BF%= Assumed
FFBd
Proportion of FFM
tissue assumptions

Black (24-79)

Population
Japanese native (61-78)

(4.85/Db )-4.39
FFBd = 1.106

(4 .95/Db)-4 .50
FFBd = I. I 00

P= 19.2;
Mm =7.8;
H20 = 73

P = 20.4:
Mm= 6.6;
H20 = 73

none given for
olde r adu lt
males

(4.87/Db)-4.39
FFBd = 1.105

P = 19.6;

Mm= 7.4 ;
H20 = 73
Note . P = protein ; Mm = mineral (measured); H 20 = water.

White (20-80)
(5.0l/Db)-4.57
FFBd = I. 097

Obese ( I 762)
(5.00/Db)4 .56
FFBd = 1.098

P = 16:
Mm=8 ;
H20 = 76
(4 .95/Db)-4.50
FFB d = I.I 00
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accurate if adjustments to the density of FFM were made according to the individual's
age. Whether this is true for chronically active older adults is not specified . Specifically ,
it is not known if exercise retards or prevents the decrease in the density of FFM . If
exercise does retard or prevent the decrease in the density of FFM, then a general
regression equation would be useful that takes into account the decrease in the density of
FFM due to years of low amounts of physical activity instead of a decrease mistakenly
thought of as due merely to age.
The hydrostatic method of estimating body composition also requires a correction
for residual lung volume (Heymsfield & Waki, 1991). Some studies merely estimate this
value and do not directly measure it. Making this method even more complex to use is
the critical problem of some individuals not being comfortable with being submerged in
water, hence , they may not fully exhale (Shea & Wright, 1997). This is likely to be the
case with older adults (Baumgartner, Heymsfield, Lichtman, Wang, & Pierson , 1991;
Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996). Luckily, an alternative method exists that does not require
total submersion (Baumgartner et al., 1991; McArdle et al., 1996), but allows the water
level to be just below the subject's chin. It appears to yield values that are almost
identical to the standard, fully submerged method (McArdle et al., 1996). This modified
method might be useful in older adults and other populations where anxiety precludes
accurate measures using the traditional method (McArdle et al, 1996). Although the
modified method appears to hold promise for special populations , the subjects used to
validate it consisted of 95 males with an average age of 25.6 ± 4.9 years, and 87 females
with an average age of 22.6 ± 5 .2 years. All of these young adults were healthy and
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Caucasian, with body fat percentages between 4% and 35% (Donnelly et al., 1988). This
modified method, although described in subsequent journal articles, does not seem to
have been cross-validated for these special populations for whom it would be most useful
(Baumgartner et al., 1991).
This method has some practical use in the field. The modified method may have
particular value when older adults make up the population of interest. One consideration
to make when using this method is the time needed for the observer to master the
techniques of weighing individuals . Donnelly et al. ( 1988) described a protocol
appropriate for the modified method, which would be useful to an observer interested in
using this method with older adults.
Total body water. This method assumes that the weight of an individual's total
body water (TBW) to FFM is 0.732 (TBW I FFM = 0.732). Since total body weight=
FFM + FM, an individual's FM can be calculated from measuring total body water.
Dilution of labeled water is the most frequent approach currently used (Heymsfield &
Waki, 1991; Jebb & Elia , 1993). The method involves subjects drinking a dose of stable,
nonradioactive isotopes of water containing deuterium or 18-oxygen. These isotopes of
water are known as the tracer because they disperse equally throughout the body water
and can be measured in subjects' urine or saliva. A mass spectrometry lab performs the
analysis on the urine or saliva. The analysis can be done in a variety of ways, including
gas chromatography or infrared absorption (Jebb & Elia, 1993).
This method does not seem to have practical use in the field for two main reasons.
First, a lab needs to perform the analysis. Second, the procedure takes more time than
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other methods; subjects need to fast overnight, ingest the tracer, and then wait 3 to 4
hours for the isotopes to disperse throughout the body water before the sample to be
analyzed can be collected (Jebb & Elia, 1993).
Skinfold measurements.

This method provides fairly consistent and meaningful

information regarding body fat and its distribution . Subcutaneous fat is measured at
specified sites on the body by pulling the skin away from the underlying tissue and
measuring its thickness with calipers . This procedure is performed two or three times at
each site, and the average of the multiple measurements is used to derive percent body
fat. Equations exist for the measurement at various numbers of body sites . For example,
two or three measurements of skinfold are taken at five sites on the right side of the body
(triceps, subscapular, suprailiac , abdomen, and thigh) using skin calipers. Values of body
fat are then predicted that are within 3-5% of that estimated using hydrostatic weighting
(McArdle et al., 1996) . Advantages of this method are that it is easy to administer and
low in cost. This makes it ideal for field settings . It is based on three assumptions
(Heyward & Stolarczyk , 1996), which are described in Table 3. In addition to the three
assumptions, there are two principles on which skinfold measurement used to estimate
body fat is based. First, there is a linear relationship between the sum of the skinfold
measurements and body density for population-specific skinfold equations (Heyward &
Stolarczyk, 1996). These population-specific equations need to be selected when
estimating body fat for individuals. Second, age is an independent predictor of Db for
males and females . Hence, adding age to the equation will result in accounting for more
of the variance in the Db of a heterogeneous population than using skinfold
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Table 3
Assumptions of the Skinfold Method
Assumption
I. Skinfolds are a good measure
of subcutaneous fat.

Support
Reasonable assumption: Subcutaneous fat, assessed by
skinfold measurements at 12 sites, is similar to values
obtained from magnetic resonance imaging (Heyward &
Stolarczyk, 1996).

2. The distribution of fat
subcutaneously and internally is
similar for all individuals
within each gender.

Questionable assumption: Older adults have less
subcutaneous fat than do their younger counterparts of the
same gender and body density (Heyward & Stolarczyk ,
1996).

3. The sum of several skinfolds
can be used to estimate total
body fat because there is a
relationship between
subcutaneous fat and total body
fat.

Questionable assumption: There is considerable variation
in (a) subcutaneous , intramuscular, interrnuscular, and
internal organ fat deposits, and (b) essential lipids in bone
marrow and the central nervous system. The biological
variat ion in fat distribution is affected by age , gender, and
degree of fatness (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996).

measurements alone (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996).
This method has limited practical value for use in the field. It suffers from
intraobserver variability . To minimize this variability , the observer should mark the sites
on the body before taking the measurements . It is also important to note that Heyward
and Stolarczyk (1996) warned that this method is not as accurate for older adults , whose
skin has less elasticity than that of younger adults. In fact, they present prediction
equations and specify upper age limits that do not go beyond 60 years of age . Hence, it
seems this method would not be useful for older adults because there apparently are not
prediction equations developed for them.
Girth measurements. This method is useful in determining patterns of fat
distribution as well as for measuring changes in body fat during weight loss. In this
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method , linen or plastic measuring tape is drawn taut at six sites on the right side of the
body (abdomen, hips, thigh, bicep, forearm, calf). The sum is used in equations that
consider gender and age. The prediction errors for older men and women were reported
by McArdle and his colleagues (1996) to be from 2.5% to 4%. The equations and
constants they used are shown in Table 4. These equations are population specific and
should not be used on those who are very thin, very fat, or who have been involved for
many years in strenuous endurance sports or substantial resistance training. Notice that
Heyward and Stolarczyk (1996) indicated that validation studies on a prediction equation
for men provided no evidence for its validity, since the validation studies resulted in a
standard error of measurement of 0.0107 glee.
This method seems to have practical value in the field when used to predict FFM
for females . It is fast, easy , and has good intraobserver reliability . Although this method
seems valid for use with older females, Heyward and Stolarczyk (1996) do not
recommend using it with males of any age.

Table 4
Conversion formulas for Estimating Body Density from Girth Measurements for Older
Adults
Population
Females ( 15-79)
Db (glee)=
BF%=

Male Db (glee)=

Formula
1.168 - [0.002824 * AvgAbCircum2] - [0.000733128 * hipCircum] +
[0.000510477 * Ht] - 0.000216161 * Age]
Use appropriate equation in conversion table from Db to percentage body
fat that are presented for modified hydrostatic weighing, according to race.
Cross-validation studies for prediction equations in this population
provided no evidence of validity (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996).
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Total body potassium. This method assumes the ratio of potassium to FFM is 60
mmol (millimoles) per kilogram of body weight for females and 66 mmol per kilogram of
body weight for males (Jebb & Elia, 1993). Thus, the FFM can be estimated once the
total body potassium is measured , which leads to the FM estimate. This method currently
involves measuring total body potassium while the subject lies in a chamber called a
whole body counter. While lying inside the counter , the decay of gamma rays of
naturally occurring potassium is quantified (Heymsfield & Waki , 1991). This procedure
takes different amounts of time for different subjects ; often, subjects lie inside the counter
for an hour or more. Lying in the counter is not hazardous , however, and measurements
can be repeated frequently (Jebb & Elia, 1993).
Using this method in the field is impractical for several reasons. First , an
expensive whole body chamber is needed. Second , the time needed to complete the
estimate is long , often an hour. Third, the chamber needs to be calibrated for each
subject's body size and geometry. In addition to the complexity of the logistics of
administering this procedure , there are variations in the concentration of potassium in
human tissues (Jebb & Elia , 1993).
Bioimpedance analysis (BIA). This method is based on the human body 's total
electrical conductivity.

It is based on the concept of electrical flow being facilitated

through hydrated fat-free body tissues and extracellular water compared to fat tissue. The
conductivity of the hydrated, fat-free body tissues is due to its greater electrolyte content.
The greater electrolyte content creates the lower electrical resistance of the fat-free
component of the human body . The impedance to the flow of electric current is directly
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related to the quantity of body fat. In one bioimpedance analyzer, injector electrodes are

placed on the dorsal (top) surfaces of the wrist and foot with detector electrodes placed
between the radius and ulna at the ankle. A painless, localized electrical signal is
introduced and the resistance to current flow is measured. The measured resistance or
impedance value is then converted to body density using body weight and height. It is
finally converted to percent body fat by the Siri or a similar equation. A second analyzer
looks like bathroom scales on which subjects stand in bare feet while a current is sent
through their legs . Regardless of which analyzer is used, the accuracy of this method is
affected by (a) hydration--loss of body water decreases the impedance measure and yields
a lower body fat percent while hyperhydration increases the impedance measure and
yields a higher body fat; and (b) skin temperature--predicted BF is significantly lower in a
warm environment due to less impedance to electrical flow. Hence, this method tends to
overpredict body fat in lean and athletic subjects and underpredict fat in the obese . In
addition, it may be less accurate than the various anthropometric methods that use girths
and skinfolds to predict body fat (Houtkooper, Lohman, Going, & Howell, 1996).
Recently, however, Heyward and Stolarczyk (1996) reported prediction equations used
with this method that are based on multicompartment models! Specifically, prediction
equations for older adults, both male and female, were developed using a fourcompartment model. This is exciting because the equations corrected body density for (a)
total body water, which is known to be less in older adults than younger individuals; and
(b) total body mineral, which also appears to be different in the elderly than younger
adults. Table 5 summarizes the equations.
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Using this method in the field seems to have practical value. It is more
comfortable for older adults than some of the other methods, like the modified
hydrostatic method , which requires them to sit in water. In addition , Heyward and
Stolarczyk (1996) support the use of this method with older adults, but indicate that the
equations have not been cross-validated for males. Hence, although FM and FFM can be
estimated for males using this method , there is no evidence that the results for this group
would be valid. Some recent studies have also resulted in findings suggesting that BIA is
more appropriate for group assessments than individual assessment (Houtkooper et al.,
1996). A recent technology assessment conference statement released by a panel
representing the National Institutes of Health concluded that BIA can be useful for
estimating body composition in healthy adults (National Institutes of Health Technology
Assessment Conference Statement, 1996), although the panel stated that the procedures
needed to be well-defined and standardized to control for the previously discussed

Table 5
Conversion Formulas for Estimating FFM from Bioimpedance Resistance Values
(reported by Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996)
Population
Females Equation I
Age (yrs)
FFM (kg)=

Formula and background information
Developed by Lohman (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996)
50-74
0.474 * (Ht 2/R) + (0.180 * BodyWtlnKg) + 7.3

Males

Developed by Lohman ( 1992)
50-70
0.600 * (Ht 2/R) + (0 . 186 * BodyWtlnKg) + (0.226 * ReactancelnOhms) - 10.9
Developed by Baumgartner et al. ( 1991)
65-94
0.28 * (Ht 2/R) + (0.27 * BodyWtlnKg) + (0.31 * ThighCircum) +2.768

Equation I
Age (yrs)
FFM (kg)=
Equation 2
Age (yrs)
FFM (kg)=
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variables. Kotler and his colleag ues agreed with the usefulness of BIA when estimating
body composition in both clinical investigation and practice (Kotler, Burostero, Wang, &
Pierson , 1996). Bioimpedance analysis is also quick, easy to use and learn, and does not
suffer from intraobserver variability. It is moderately expensive, with the expense due to
the initial purchase of the analyzer unit, which ranges from about $2000-6 ,000 .

Multicompartment Models of Body
Composition
Like the two-compartment model methods, the multicompartment model methods
are used to estimate an individual's FM. Unlike the two-compartment model, however ,
the FFM is not treated as one component; instead, it is divided into several components .
This makes these models with their associated methods sensitive to variations in the total
density of FFM between individuals. When discussing these multicompartment models
of body composition , it is important to keep two points in mind. First, methods of
estimating each compartment are not unique to one model , but can be used with many of
the models. Second, any number of models may be created; some break one
compartment of another into two compartments, or combine several compartments of
another model. Hence, the following four models frequently discussed in the literature
will now be discussed: (a) the chemical four-compartment model, (b) the anatomic fourcompartment model, (c) the fluid five-compartment model, and (d) the chemical sixcompartment model.
Chemical four-compartment model. This model divides body weight into fat,
water, protein, and mineral (bone mineral). Like the two-compartment models with a
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reference standard for the densities of FM and FFM , a reference standard has been
created for this model. One of the most common standards is Behnke's reference man
and woman. A standard has been created for each gender due to the observed differences
between the two . The averages are displayed in Table 6.
Keep in mind that these two standards were developed in an attempt to quantify
the basic elements of each of the four different components of body composition . Notice
that both the reference man and woman are young adults. This would limit the usefulness
of these standards when investigating the body composition of older adults.
An exciting new method based on this model is dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry
(DEXA). This method uses a new technology that consists of a body scanner that shoots

Table 6
Behnke ' s Reference Man and Woman
Characteristic
Man
Age (yrs)
20-24
Stature or height ( cm I in)
174.0 I 68 .5
Total body mass (kg) I lb)
70 I 154
Total body fat (kg I lb)
10.5 /2 3. 1
Total lean body mass percentage
88%
muscle
45%
bone
15%
other
29%
15%
Total body fat percentage
essential body fat percentage
3%
storage body fat percentage
12%
Density of FFM (g per cubic cm)
I. I
Water content percentage
73.2%
Potassium content (mmol per kg)
60-70
Density of fat in adipose tissue (g per 0.9
cubic cm)
85%
FFM = Body mass - Fat mass
Note . The lean body mass percentage = FFM percent+ essential fat

Woman
20-24
163.8 I 65 .5
56.7 / 125
15.3 / 34
85%
36%
12%
37%
27%
12%
15%
I. I

73 .2%
50-60
0.9
73%
percent.
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X-rays at the body with a detector that analyzes the penetration of the X-rays. It then
measures the differential attenuation (weakening) of the X-rays as they pass through the
body (Jebb & Elia, 1993). Computer software reconstructs an image of the tissues.
Hence, it can be used to distinguish bone mineral content from soft tissue. It also divides
the soft tissue into fat mass and fat-free mass . It is extraordinarily flexible and can be
used to yield information about the composition of the entire body or only segments of
interest (McArdle et al., 1996). It has been shown to be highly reliable and in good
agreement with FM estimates derived from hydrodensitometry.
Although this method does not have practical value from a field standpoint , it has
tremendous potential in a clinical setting . It requires an expensive scanning bed , a
scanner, and a computer system to which the unit is attached . The X-ray source and
detector pass over the body at about one centimeter per second. A full body scan takes
about twelve minutes (McArdle et al., 1996). In the future , it is concei vable that more
portable units will be developed, which would make this method a candidate for possible
field use .
Anatomic four-compartment model. This model divides body weight into adipose
tissue, nonskeletal muscle soft tissue, skeletal muscle, and bone. This model is not
frequently used due to an initial difficulty with quantifying the mass of tissues and organs
in living subjects . Computerized tomography (CT) , however, has made it possible to
quantify skeletal muscle, adipose tissue, and such soft tissue as the liver, kidney , and the
spleen (Heymsfield et al., 1990). In this method, an X-ray source shoots a beam though
the subject's body . This beam passes through tissues of various densities and
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radiographic images of the body are produced . These are detailed, cross-sectional, twodimensional images created by computer software. Information can be obtained for total
fat tissue and for total muscle tissue (McArdle et al., 1996).
Other tissue-imaging methods such as DEXA, described in the chemical fourcompartment model, are successfully used with this model. Magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) is a method that involves electromagnetic radiation emitted in the presence of a
strong magnetic field. This radiation excites the hydrogen nuclei of the water and lipid
molecules in the individual's body (McArdle et al., 1996). The nuclei then emit a signal
that can be detected and rearranged, using computer software, to visually represent the
tissues in the body . The information computed by the software has been found to be
accurate, and includes such quantitative information as the muscle mass and adipose
tissue.
Neutron activation analysis is yet another method useful with this model. In this
method, a neutron source and gamma-ray detectors are placed above the patient. The
patient is then exposed to the neutron radiation and the gamma rays are measured . The
amount of time needed depends on what chemical is being measured. Estimating the
protein compartment, which is not part of this model, but can be derived from the amount
of carbon in the body, takes about 35 minutes . Estimating the bone mineral content,
which is part of this model, can be derived from the amount of calcium in the body . It
takes longer and involves additional steps. Regardless of the compartment being
estimated, the radiation amount to which the patient is exposed in this method is safe
(Heymsfield, Litchman, et al., 1990).
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These methods are not currently practical for field use. They not only require
expensive and sophisticated equipment, but the investigator would have to be highly
trained in the administration of them. In fact, skilled technicians might be needed for the
administration and interpretation of these methods. These methods would be useful for
older adults , however, since they inherently take into account the individual's age,
gender, race, and presence of obesity.
Fluid five-compartment model.

This model divides an individual's body weight

into fat, ECF, ICF, ECS, and ICS (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996). Dilution of labeled
water and total body potassium are two methods used with this model. Both of these
methods were described in the two-compartment model section. Neutron activation
analysis is also an extremely useful method with this model (Heyrnsfield & Waki, 1991 ).
As with the previously discussed multicompartment models, the methods used
with this model are not currently practical for use in the field. A laboratory is required to
analyze the data for dilution of labeled water; and expensive, sophisticated, large pieces
of equipment are needed for total body potassium and neutron activation analysis .
Chemical six-compartment model. Heyrnsfield and Waki (1991) described this
model as the classic chemical model. It can be summarized as BW =Water+

Osseous

Mineral+ Cell Mineral+ Protein+ Glycogen+ Fat+ Residual unmeasured compounds .
This model is particularly useful because of the role its components play in energy
metabolism. The traditional way of obtaining the information necessary to complete this
model is to directly analyze human cadavers (Heyrnsfield & Waki, 1991; McArdle et al.,
1996). In the past, the only chemical that could be measured in living humans was water,
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so alternative methods were developed. Models that separated body weight into its
metabolically active (FFM) and its energy storage (FM) compartments were developed .
With improved technology, however, it is possible to now refine this model and develop
other chemical models using methods such as neutron activation analysis (Heymsfield &
Waki, 1991). According to the chemical six compartment model, FFM =Water +
Osseous Mineral+ Extraosseous Mineral+ Glycogen+ Protein . Even though glycogen
is a storage carbohydrate, it is classified as FFM, a metabolically active compartment. As
discussed with previous models, neutron activation analysis is currently not of practical
use in the field.

Summaryof BodyComposition
Methods
Methods of estimating body composition are based upon models of body
composition . These models can be classified as two-compartment models and
multicompartment models . The two-compartment model divides the body into FM and
FFM and assumes the same densities for both regardless of the individual 's age, race,
gender, and the presence of obesity. Unfortunately, these three characteristics have been
found to be variable between individuals, and related to the density of FFM (Heymsfield
& Waki, 1991). Hence, population-specific regression equations have been developed

that take these factors into account when estimating body composition using a twocompartment method. Multicompartment methods are those that divide the body into
more than two compartments. This enables investigators to look at the specific
components that vary between individuals of different ages, races, and genders. Some of
the methods using these models inherently consider age, race, gender, and presence of
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obesity, characteristics that are found to be important when selecting population-specific
equations with the two-compartment

models. Unfortunately, these methods are currently

of little practical value in the field because they require expensive equipment and more
time than do the simpler methods based on the two-compartment

model.

It is not a surprise that most current body composition prediction equations are
based on the traditional two-compartment
easy, fast, and inexpensive.

models, as their use in the field is relatively

In addition their use does not require large pieces of

equipment or laboratory analysis. The problem with using the two-compartment

models

in studies with older adults is that this population, as a group, experiences changes in
densities of body tissues that comprise the FFM. Bone mineral decreases, total body
water decreases, and the distribution of the remaining total body water changes
(Baumgartner et al., 1991). Hence, the assumptions on which the two-compartment
model methods are based might not be valid for older adults. This needs to be taken into
consideration when estimating FM, FFM, and the resulting RMR. Hence, regression
equations that include the individual's age might be more accurate than those that do not.

In addition, models that divide the FFM into its separate compartments might be useful,
as discussed previously, yet their practical value for field use has been described as poor.
Heymsfield and Waki (1991) addressed this problem. They suggested that the
multicompartment

methods could be used as criterion methods. The more practical field

techniques, such as bioimpedance analysis, could then be calibrated using results from the
criterion multicompartment

methods. Baumgartner and his colleagues ( 1991) supported

this position with conclusions from a study they completed that investigated body
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composition in older adults and the effect of criterion estimates on predictive equations.
They concluded that the use of two-compartment model equations that adjust for age and
sex differences in the density of FFM in the estimation of body composition in older
adults were not supported. They did, however, specify that there is a need to calibrate
equations used with impedance, girth measurements and other two-compartment
equations against criterion measures derived from multicompartment models. These
calibrations, they indicated, should account for the variation in the water and mineral
components of the FFM.
An overall picture of the models of body composition and methods would be

useful. A final model of body composition is now presented, which consists of an
interesting hierarchical structure, within which all the previously discussed models can be
placed. It looks at the body in levels, with each level dividing the body into more
complex compartments (McArdle et al., 1996). This metamodel is useful in that it
provides a comprehensive structure of body composition that researchers can use when
assessing and interpreting body composition. Appropriate methods for assessing FM and
FFM at each level can be used . Table 7 summarizes this hierarchical "metamodel" of
body composition.
Now that methods of estimating body composition are understood, the resting
metabolic rate can be estimated using one or several methods. Such methods are
discussed in the next section.
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Resting Metabolic Rate

Accounting for the majority (60 to 75%) of an individual's total daily energy
expenditure (Ferraro and Ravussin, 1992; McArdle et al., 1996), an accurate estimate of
RMR is important when assessing the energy expended by an individual using selfreports of physical activity . An estimate this author will refer to as the traditional average
is often used in population studies. It is based solely on the individual ' s body weight , and
uses a standardized rate of energy expenditure of 1 kcal per kg of body weight per hour
(American College of Sports Medicine , 1995; McArdle et al., 1996) in the derivation of
an individual ' s RMR, regardless of age, gender, or body composition . This average was
derived from studies of healthy young adults in their mid twenties . Studies have shown
that the RMR of older adults and less fit younger adults is less than that of the young, fit
individuals on whom the traditional average is based (McArdle et al., 1996). As a result ,
using this average in the computations to estimate energy expenditure for older
individuals generally overestimates their real TDEE. One explanation for this lower
overall RMR in older adults involves the finding that there is more variability in the
density of FFM in older adults than there is in younger adults. It is well documented that
the bone density decreases with age. Results of studies also indicate, however , that
regular weight-bearing exercise seems to prevent this decrease in bone density . Hence, as
individuals age, the bone density of those who participate in such regular exercise ought
to be maintained , while those who do not participate will experience a decrease in
density . When you consider that activity levels in older adults range all the way from
sedentary (no activity at all) to a regular regime of intense physical activity, it is no
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Table 7
A Multicompartment Model of Body Composition (adapted from McArdle et al., 1996)

Level
I. Atomic

Biological organization
master model of total body mass
Oxygen (61.0%) + carbon (23.0%) +
hydrogen (10.0%) + nitrogen (2.6%)
+ calcium ( 1.4%) + remainder
(2 .0%)

Appropriate models and associated methods
Neutron activation analysis

II. Molecular

Carbohydrate + lipid + protein +
mineral compounds + water

Chemical six-compartment model methods
1. Neutron activation analysis
2. Analysis of human cadavers (involves
dissolving the cadaver in chemical solutions)

I II. Cellular

Fat cells + body cell mass (minus
storage fat) + body fluids
(intracellular fluids+ extracellular
fluids) + extracellular solids
( organic solids + inorganic solids)

Fluid five-compartment model methods
I. Neutron activation analysis
2. Total body water
3. Total body potassium

IV. Tissue

Adipose tissue + skeletal muscle +
bone+ blood

Anatomic four-compartment model and chemical
four-compartment model methods
1. Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry
2. MRI (magnetic resonance imaging)
3 . CT (computerized tomography)

V. Whole
Body

FM + FFM

Two-compartment methods
1. Skinfold measurements
2 . Girth measurements
3. Hydrostatic weighing (hydrodensitometry )
4 . Total body water
5. Total body potassium
6. Bioimpedance

wonder that the variability of the density of FFM in this population is greater than it is for
younger adults . Understanding how the greater variability in this group could occur,
consider the case of two older individuals, both possessing the same volume of FFM, but
with different densities. Since the FFM is the metabolically active tissue (Heymsfield &
Waki, 1991) in humans, the person with the more dense FFM would generally have a
higher metabolic rate than the individual with the less dense FFM.
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The RMR, then, can be described as a function of an individual's FFM and can be

estimated using the FFM (McArdle et al., 1996). This estimate can be derived in two
general ways. First , previously developed regression equations can be used after
estimating the individual's FFM. Second, an individual's RMR can be measured more
directly using a metabolic cart. Each of these two methods will now be described.

Estimates Using FFM and
Regression Equations
McArdle et al. ( 1996) presented a generalized equation for estimating an
individual's resting daily energy expenditure (RDEE) based on that individual 's FFM:

RDEE = 370 + 21.6

* FFM (in kg)

They described the regression equation as being useful for both males and females over a
wide range of weights. Notice the equation is independent of age. This is interesting
because RMR has been observed to decrease with age. This generalized regression
equation was actually created by Cunningham ( 1991) as a general prediction equation.
His reasoning began with his musing over the classic prediction equations proposed in
1919 by Harris and Benedict, which considered the individual's height, weight, age, and
gender (Cunningham, 1991). Cunningham hypothesized that the gender, weight, and age
were really surrogates of body composition. He then found that FFM was, in fact, a
primary predictor of RDEE for the Harris-Benedict data set when FFM was derived from
age, weight, and gender. Cunningham went on to derive his general prediction equation
by calculating the weighted mean of REE and FFM in eight studies with large samples.
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Cunningham (1991) specified that his general prediction equation explained 65% to 90%
of the variation in RDEE. The unexplained variation was attributed to genetic , metabolic ,
environmental , and other body compositional factors . Cunningham also claimed that the
addition of FM to the equation did not add to the explained variance when used in studies
on nonobese individuals .
Ferraro and Ravussin (1992) proposed a different prediction equation for
estimating RMR that considers not only an individual 's FFM , but one 's FM , age, and
gender. Their equation is as follows:

RDEE ==671 + 14.6 * FFM + 7.3 * FM - 3.2 *Age+

120 for males

(do not add 120 for females)

They reported their equation accounts for 82% of the variation in the RMR . Their
criticism of Cunningham's prediction equation was based on the fact that FFM alone ,
while accounting for a majority of the variance of observed FFM , did not account for as
much as adding FM , age, and gender. Cunningham (1992) debated the increased
usefulness of Ferrarro and Ravussin 's model by pointing out their own data set for a
larger number of subjects than used to develop their equation resulted in FFM being the
only significant predictor of RMR. Cunningham made a second point regarding another
study completed by Ferrarro and Ravussin, which involved 249 nondiabetic Pim a
Indians . Ferrarro and Ravussin concluded that FFM alone was as good a predictor of
RMR as FFM and FM were together; FFM alone accounted for 82% of the variance;
when FM was added, the explained variance remained unchanged at 82%. Hence ,
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perhaps Cunningham was correct in his assumption that gender, weight, and age were
only surrogates of FFM. It would be interesting to use both researchers' equations with
the same group and look at the differences between the two estimates of RMR.

Estimates Using a Metabolic Cart
A more direct estimate of RMR can be made using a respirometer. Portable
respirometers are frequently used in clinical settings to estimate absolute RMR. This is a
type of open circuit respirometry, which is an indirect method of estimating heat
exchange in humans. It is based on measuring the amount of oxygen consumed and
carbon dioxide eliminated. One such device, the Kofranyi-Michaelis (K-M) meter, is
capable of monitoring such ventilations without serious error (Banister & Brown, 1968).
Subjects simply breathe into a mouthpiece while resting comfortably. Paffenbarger ,
Blair, Lee, and Hyde (1993) stated that such indirect methods of calorimetry measure
energy expenditure accurately , although they also label them as intrusive and claim that
they alter the behavior of individuals to a large degree. This would make sense if the
metabolic rate being measured was that rate due to physical activity. In this scenario, the
individual would be participating in some physical activity, like jogging or walking up
stairs, while breathing into a mouthpiece that was attached to a large machine . In this
case, it would seem to interfere with the performance of the activity. Thus, using a
metabolic cart to measure energy expenditure does seem to be incompatible with those
types of physical activities in which the normal behavior exhibited by subjects while
performing that physical activity is altered. With the metabolic rate of interest in the
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proposed study being the RMR, however, the normal behavior exhibited by the subject at
rest would be consistent with and unaltered by breathing into a mouthpiece.

Summary of Resting Metabolic Rate
Estimation Methods
Resting metabolic rate can be measured indirectly in two main ways. First,
regression equations can be used that take into account either FFM only (Cunningham,
1991), or those that consider the individual's FFM, FM, age , and gender (Ferraro &
Ravussin, 1991 ). Second, a metabolic cart can be used, which measures the oxygen
inhaled and the carbon dioxide exhaled. Both methods are useful. If the regression
equations are to be used, body composition must first be estimated. If the metabolic cart
is to be used, a quiet and comfortable setting must be maintained while the participant
breathes comfortably into a mouthpiece . Both methods have value in a field situation.
The regression equations are more widely applicable for actual field use, however, since a
large and expensive piece of equipment like the metabolic cart does not need to be used.
Nonetheless, the metabolic cart, once purchased, is quite portable, and can reliably
estimate RMR for all individuals, regardless of age, gender, and body composition.

Energy Expenditure

After having estimated the individual's RMR, using either indirect calorimetry or
regression equations with estimated body composition, the actual energy expended for the
individual can be derived. This can be done using direct and indirect methods; both types
of methods are currently used. Direct methods include (a) questionnaires completed by
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the individual or by an observer , (b) diary annotations recorded by individuals or
observers, and (c) mechanical or electronic monitoring recorded by the individual or
remotely recorded. Indirect methods include (a) dietary assessment, (b) body
composition estimates, (c) physiological fitness estimates, (d) sports and recreational
activity participation, and (e) occupational classification (Paffenbarger et al., 1993).
Table 8 summarizes the methods of assessing physical activity in terms of energy
expenditure, with each measurement type classified as direct or indirect.
The instrument used most often is the questionnaire. As a result, many studies
have recently been completed for the purpose of validating the measures for specific
populations as well as standardizing the coding system in order to compare results across
studies (Paffenbarger et al., 1993). Many of the studies conducted for the purpose of
validating questionnaires , or self-reports of physical activity, have attempted to build a
case for the concurrent validity of the self-report by correlating the results with more
objective measures of physical activity, which oddly enough, are indirect methods , like

Table 8
Methods of Assessing Physical Activity
Methods
Questionnaire assessment completed by the individual (self-reports) or administered
by an interviewer .
Diary annotation recorded by the individual or an observer.
Mechanical or electronic monitoring with values recorded by the individual or by an
observer. This includes motion sensors and heart rate monitors.
Dietary assessment completed by the individual or administered by an interviewer .
Body composition measurement or estimate .
Physiological fitness assessments or estimates, including V02max, heart rate , and
blood lactate .
Sports and recreational participation reported by the individual.
Occupational classification

Direc t/in d ire ct
Direct
Direct
Direct
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect
Indirect
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records of food intake. Curiously, the relationship between the self-reports of physical
activity, which result in kcal expended by the individual, and the more objective records
of food intake, which result in kcal of available energy due to the food eaten each day, is
low. The degree ofrelationship varies between studies and the methods used to derive it,
but it ranges from no correlation to about .5 (Ainsworth, Jacobs, & Leon, 1993; Dishman
et al., 1992; LaPorte et al., 1983; Pols et al., 1996). The table in Appendix A summarizes
the results of studies that have derived this relationship.
The factors that need to be taken into account when assessing physical activity are
activity type, and exercise intensity, duration, and frequency. Activity type, exercise
duration, and exercise frequency are standardized and are easily reported. Exercise
intensity, however, is more difficult to measure. Intensity can be thought of as the ratio
of the metabolic rate during the activity compared to the RMR. Various tables used to
compute energy expenditure use average intensities for common activities perfom1ed by
individuals (American College of Sports Medicine, 1991; McArdle et al., 1996).
The most accurate way to determine the kilocalorie energy cost of an activity is to
measure the RMR and multiply it by the MET values listed in the compendium
(Ainsworth, Haskell, et al., 1993). Ainsworth and her colleagues also pointed out that
body weight could be used in the computation instead of the RMR since RMR is
considered to be, on the average, about 1 kcal per kg of body weight per hour. What
needs to be considered when weight is included in the estimate, Ainsworth and her
colleagues warn, is that such estimates of energy expenditure would more closely reflect
body weight than actual energy expenditure to the degree that RMR was not equal to 1
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kcal per kg of body weight. Since the 1 kcal amount was based on young adults with
about 20% body fat, individuals with a higher body fat will have overestimated amounts
of energy expenditure when their estimates are derived from self-reports of physical
activity. Many studies have been conducted that investigated physical activity, and just
as many questionnaires have been used to collect the data for these studies. Many of the
questionnaires have been validated for use with various populations, including the
elderly. As the average age of Americans continues to increase, the need for methods that
accurately measure their physical activity will also continue to increase. Before
discussing studies utilizing these measures, it is necessary to be familiar with the
measures themselves. Such frequently used measures of physical activity will now be
discussed, followed by a discussion of studies using these measures.

Food Intake Records
This measure consists of a log of all food consumed by the individual. Many
tables exist that display the number of calories (technically kilocalories) of energy
commonly eaten food items provide . These tables are generally based on results of bomb
calorimetry, a process in which the food is actually ignited and the resulting heat is
measured (Banister & Brown, 1968). It is known, however, that for people with a stable
body weight, calorie intake matches energy expenditure (LaPorte et al., 1983). This
makes this measure ideal for assessing the RMR plus the physical activities for
individuals, resulting in estimates of TDEE. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has a
handbook for coding food records. In addition, there are numerous computer programs
that will track not only the number of calories eaten per day, but also analyze the food
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consumed in other ways, such as the proportion of fat consumed compared to
carbohydrates and protein. Books containing the nutritional content of fast-foods are also
available to use when determining the calorie content of foods (Natow & Heslin, 1994).
Others contain comprehensive lists of food products, including brand names, generic
foods, prepared foods, and specialty foods (Kirschrnann & Kirschrnann, 1996; Kraus,
1985; Pennington , 1987; Ulene , 1996).

Recalls of Physical Activity
The Baecke Questionnaire is a self-administered measure of physical activity that
has been validated for use with young adults (Voorips, Ravelli, Dongelmans, Deurenberg ,
& Van Staveren, 1991). Respondents are asked to report habitual physical activities

within the past year .
The Minnesota Leisure Time Physical Activity Questionnaire (ML TA) is also a
measure that requires the individual to remember previous physical activities. It was
developed from another survey, the Tecumseh Leisure Time Questionnaire (Ainsworth ,
Jacobs, et al., 1993). The MLTA collects self-reported leisure time physical activity over
the previous year. It has already been mentioned that type, duration, intensity, and
frequency are important when measuring physical activity. Activities for the MLTA are
classified on an intensity scale of caloric expenditure and reported in kcal per day. An
intensity code is used that is defined as the ratio of metabolic rate during work to the
basal metabolic rate. Variables measured are the amount of energy expended on activity
or the active metabolic index (AMI). AMI= IntensityCode

* DurationForYrlnMinutes.

The AMI is independent of body weight. It is an indicator of the increase in kcal per kg
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of body weight per hour that are expended when participating in the activity. The
average resting metabolic rate of lkcal/min was defined as one intensity unit and was
used in the calculations of the total energy expenditure. Although the authors
acknowledged that using the average RMR was not exact, and that it really varies from
50-80 kcal/hr, they justified using it by indicating that there are also problems in
assigning levels of intensity to activities in addition to accurately estimating the duration
of each activity (Taylor et al., 1978).
The 7-Day Physical Activity Recall Questionnaire requires individuals to recall
their activities during the previous seven days, and the 3-Day Physical Activity Recall, as
would be expected, is used to gather data for a 3-day period. Needless to say, there are as
many variations of this self-report as there are studies. What makes each of these
measures result in different values, given they capture the same activities, are the
computations and tables used to derive the kilocalories expended as a result of the
reported activities. It is left up to the researcher to determine which method will be used
to estimate the RMR, which is used in the derivation of energy expenditure. Obviously,
the easiest RMR is that based solely on weight. Unfortunately, it is this standardized
value that is most frequently used. Hence, the largest portion of an individual's TDEE is
simply a rough estimate. It is no wonder the totals resulting from such measures
generally do not correlate strongly with totals resulting from food intake records, which
are known to be accurate for those individuals with a steady body weight.
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Diaries of Physical Activity
Similar to recalls of physical activity, diaries of physical activity document tasks
and daily routines of individuals from which energy expenditure can be derived . The
main difference between these two types of instruments is the time at which the activities
are recorded. Diaries require individuals to record activities at the time of participation or
immediately thereafter . Recalls require the individual to remember activities for a given
period of time, sometimes as long as a year, and thus depend to a greater extent on the
memory of the individuals being assessed .
Structured diaries of physical activity such as that suggested by Ainsworth,
Haskell, and their colleagues (1993) provide a structure for individuals to use to
standardize the responses. This includes information about the activity type, the reason
for participating in the activity, the intensity level, and the amount of time spent. Of
course, using such structured measures requires the individuals to be instructed in their
use. Individuals are provided with a list of typical activities that can be used as a coding
scheme along with a protocol for determining the intensity levels. This helps standardize
the responses.
The Compendium of Physical Activities is such a coding scheme. This table has
been recommended by Dishman as being a useful way to measure physical activity (R. K.
Dishman, personal communication, April 11, 1997). Using the compendium list to
quantify physical activity would allow results across other studies of physical activity to
be compared because the units are in kcal per kg of body weight per hr and can be easily
converted to other units. One advantage of using the compendium to quantify physical
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activity instead of previously discussed lists is that the METs specified for each activity
were obtained from many of the previously discussed energy expenditure lists, including
the MLTA and the 7-Day Recall Physical Activity Questionnaire (Ainsworth, Haskell, et
al., 1993). The intensity of each activity was assigned a value based on the mean values
from the eight sources listed in Table 9 (Ainsworth, Haskell, et al., 1993). The final
intensity for each activity in the Compendium was arrived at by consensus of the authors.

Table 9
Sources Used for the Compendium of Physical Activities-Classification of Energy Costs of Human Physical Activities
Source
Passmore & Durnin

Year
1955

Tecumseh Occupational Survey
Bannister & Brown
The relative energy requirements of
physical activity .
(Banister & Brown, 1968)
Howley & Glover
The caloric costs of running and
walking one mile for men and
women.
(Howley & Glover , 1974)

1967
1968

American Health Foundation 's
physical activity list
Minnesota Leisure Time Physical
Activity Questionnaire
7-Day Physical Activity Recall
Questionnaire
McArdle, Katch, & Katch 's physical
activity list

1974

Description I population( s) used for validation
Comprehensive quantitative estimates of the energy
expenditure of occupational jobs (Banister & Brown ,
1968).
Reported ranges of energy expenditures measured for the
same activities ; specified that the energy expended
depended to a large degree on the level of fitness of the
individual .
8 male and 8 female subjects with mean ages 26.9 and
23.6, respectively ; corresponding standard deviations of
4.7 and 2.6; assumed average RMR values taken from
Passmore and Durnin ; assumed 15% body fat for males
and 20% for females (Howley & Glover , 1974).
Assumptions are not valid for older adults (McArdle et
al., 1996). The resulting average caloric costs might not
be valid for older populations .

1981
1985
1985
1988

No.te.References used by Ainsworth, Haskell, et al. ( 1993).
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Portable Monitoring Devices
The Caltrac monitor is a motion sensor manufactured by Hemokinetics, Inc. It is
worn around the waist and is sensitive to linear displacement of the center of gravity of
the body . It uses a resting metabolic rate for women of [(331 * body wt in lbs) + (351 *
ht in inches) - (352 *age)+ 49854) / 100,000; (Pols et al., 1996)]. Resulting units are
kcals per minute. The formula the Caltrac uses to estimate the resting metabolic rate for
males is 1440 * [(473 * body wt in kg+ 982 * ht in inches - 531 *age+ 4686) I
100,000]. Interestingly, this is not similar to any of the regression equations found in the
literature . Evidently, the manufacturer of the monitor contracted with an individual to
derive the equations used with the monitor. These formulas are based on the contractor ' s
study .
The Holter monitor is a portable ECG that is worn around the waist and is the size
of a hand-held calculator. Leads attached to the monitor are placed at specific locations
on the subject's chest. Heart rate is measured continuously , including when the subject is
sleeping. This device is generally worn for a 24-hour period . It is used in combination
with a 24-hour diary that reports the subject's activities, feelings, and general responses .
It is an accurate measure of physical activity when used in combination with the diary (R.

K. Dishman, personal e-mail, April 11, 1997). Because energy expenditure is linearly
related to heart rate except at maximal work rates, this may be used in estimating the
amount of work being done in any given task (Banister & Brown, 1968). In fact, Poulsen
and Asmussen used the heart rate in 1962 for job classification. They recorded the heart
rate in a typical job situation. They also measured the heart rate while subjects rode a
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bicycle ergometer at a known rate. The work equivalence for the job was then estimated

using the proportion (Pulse increase on job /Pulse increase ergometer test) = (work
equivalence job /cycle work). Because all values but the work equivalence job were
known, Poulsen and Asmussen solved for it, thus estimating the energy expenditure for
tested individuals for specific occupational activities . What they found was that the heart
rate response was dependent on the degree of physical fitness of the individual (Banister
& Brown, 1968). This measure, then, should be used with caution, as energy expenditure

as measured by heart rate, is dependent on the level of fitness of the subject.
The Large Scale Integrated Activity Monitor (LSI) is a third motion sensor used
to collect data regarding an individual's physical activity . It is worn on the wrist and is
about the size of a wristwatch. It consists of a cylinder within which a ball of mercury
controls a counter . This counter increments when the individual wearing the sensor
causes the ball of mercury to experience a 3-degree incline or decline from a horizontal
orientation (LaPorte et al., 1983). This monitor can be strapped to the individual at
various body locations to measure body movements . LaPorte and his colleagues reported
the monitor to provide a valid and objective measure of physical activity.

Paffenbarger Questionnaire
Also known as the Harvard Alumni Questionnaire, this instrument was based on
the Harvard Alumni Health Study. It was developed and proposed by Paffenbarger and
his colleagues (1993), who derived it from epidemiological experience with the Harvard
Alumni Health Study. Their aim was to propose a survey that could provide crosssectional, retrospective, or prospective data that would be useful in etiologically or
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intervention-oriented research . It takes approximately 40 minutes to complete , is
moderately hard , and consists of four sections. Section A requests demographic and
background information from subjects as well as anthropometric and body size estimates.
Section B requests historical and current information about chronic illness and disease.
Section C deals with the subject's habitual physical activities. Dietary information is
requested in section D. It contains a food list and asks for the frequency at which the
listed foods are eaten .

Studies of Energy Expenditure
Numerous studies have been conducted for the purpose of validating the
previously discussed measures of physical activity. One study investigated the relative
validity of a modified version of the Baecke questionnaire for use in measuring physical
activity of the elderly (Voorips et al., 1991). In looking at only the relative validity , they
computed Spearman's correlation coefficient , which determined whether their modified
questionnaire placed subjects in the same order as the two independent measures used to
validate it. Both correlations were strong. The first independent measure was a selfreport, a 24-hour activity recall. It had a correlation of. 78 with the modified
questionnaire . The second independent measure was more objective, that is, a pedometer
score. The correlation between the pedometer scores and the questionnaire was .72.
Unfortunately, this provides no information as to the accuracy of the amount of energy
expended; it only assures us that three measures placed subjects in the same order.
Interestingly, the authors acknowledged that assessing physical activity is probably more
difficult to perform in the elderly than it is in younger adults due to a large degree on the
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fact that most older adults' energy expenditure comes from household activities that
require a minor expenditure of energy. It seems that this study provides an argument for
taking into account the resting metabolic rate, and an individualized rate at that, when
investigating physical activity, especially in those individuals whose total energy
expenditure is not expected to be much different from their resting metabolic rate. An
additional point to be made from this article is to counter the usefulness of only
considering the physical activity over and above the resting metabolic rate when studying
energy expenditure.

If the tabled METs are used to score self-reports of physical activity

times the duration of the activity, and then summed, the assumption is still that the
average of 1 kcal per kg of body mass per hour is being expended. After all, the MET is
a value of intensity, so can be expressed as the energy expenditure rate required to
participate in the activity divided by the resting metabolic rate . If just the MET value is
used, the assumption is that the individual's RMR is 1 kcal per kg of body weight per
hour.
Another study investigated the validity of two physical activity questionnaires in
elderly women (Pols et al., 1996). Like the Voorips study, it also modified the Baecke
questionnaire.

In addition, a second self-report developed by the researchers, a 24-hour

recall of energy intake, a 3-day diary of physical activity, and the Caltrac were used to
investigate the relative validity of the two self-reports (Pols, et al., 1996). It also used the
average measure of resting metabolic rate when computing energy expenditure.

The

Pearson correlation coefficient was used in this study, with interesting results. The
correlation of the energy intake recall to the four other measures is shown in Table 10.
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Table 10
Correlations of 24-Hour Report of Energy Intake with Four Measures of Physical
Activity
Measure of physical activity
Modified Baecke questionnaire
Pre-EPTC questionnaire
3-day diary of physical activity
Caltrac motion sensor

Correlation with 24-hour report
-.21

-.43
-.16
. 14

These results indicate that as self-reported physical activity goes up, energy intake or
calories consumed goes down! Notice also the weak correlation between the Caltrac
motion sensor and the report of energy intake. Not only were these correlations weak, or
in an unexpected direction, but the correlation between the Caltrac and the two
questionnaires was weak,

r = .2. The authors suggested that perhaps only one 24-hour

measurement, as was the case with the Caltrac, was not sufficient to get an estimate of an
individual's usual activity. They also suggested that perhaps the Caltrac and the 24-hour
record of energy intake measured different aspects of energy expenditure than did the
self-reports (Pols et al., 1996). There could be an alternative explanation, however.
Perhaps the Caltrac correlated, albeit poorly, with the self-reports due to the formula
programmed into it that calculates energy expenditure . It takes into account height,
weight, and age, but uses body composition only in as much as the composition changes,
on the average, with height and weight and age. Thirty women from 51 to 71 years old
participated in this study. The mean age was 61.2 years with an associated standard
deviation of 6. 7. The self-reports that utilized average RMR for individuals would
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overestimate the actual energy expenditure most for those women who had the least
percent of lean body mass. Assuming that these women had a stable body weight, the
most unfit women, who perhaps had to eat less than the other subjects, would have more
highly overestimated self-reported energy expenditure values than the others. This would
indeed manifest itself as a negative correlation.
A study comparing activity levels using the Caltrac and five self-reports ,
including the 7-day recall, computed a Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient to
determine whether subjects were placed in the same order using self-reports and the more
objective Caltrac measure (Miller et al., 1994). Subjects were ranked the same for both
types of measures, but the degree of relationship between the resulting values was not
investigated. In addition, the standard tabled MET values were used, which assumed the
average RMR. Subjects in this study were all under 30 years of age.
Yet another study was reported that utilized the Caltrac and compared the results
with self-reports of physical activity (Ainsworth, Jacobs, et al., 1993). The self-report of
interest in this study was designed to classify people into groups defined by heavy
activity. None of the variance in the Caltrac scores was explained by the questionnaire .
The authors suggested three possible reasons for observing this lack of relationship : (a)
Perhaps individuals were physically active for a short period of time and then rested for
the remainder of the day; (b) perhaps the Caltrac was not sensitive to the work performed
by the subjects; or (c) perhaps individuals did not participate in heavy work, which the
self-report was designed to measure, but were otherwise active during the day.
Individuals were from 21 to 59 years old, and, as would be expected for such an age
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range , varied in body composition , ranging in body fat from about 21 % to about 3 5%.
Thus, the RMR for these subjects also varied considerably .
A study completed in 1992 by Dishman and his colleagues that investigated
whether determinants of self-reported physical activity generalized to a motion sensor,
had subjects keep a structured daily diary of all physical activities for one week. They
reported a weak correlation (.35) between the motion sensor results and the 7-day diary.
They warned that this dissociation of self-reported physical activity from more objecti ve
measures of physical activity must be understood before the psychological determinants
of physical activity would be known . Hence , these weak correlations need to be further
investigated and finally explained before other aspects of physical activity can be
understood .

A Hypothetical Example
It is necessary to understand the potential difference that an individualized resting
metabolic rate might make when estimating energy expenditure for individuals . Table 11
tells the story for older females . It uses a hypothetical situation, where all the women are
60 years old, 5 feet 5 inches tall, and weigh 130 pounds . The only difference between
them is their fat mass, which ranges from 20% to 50%. The point to be made is that all
else being equal, a difference in body composition will change the RMR, which will
affect the total daily energy expenditure to a large degree, because the RMR is
responsible for anywhere from 60 to 75% of the total daily energy expenditure .
Notice from the table how the individualized resting metabolic rates that are based
on body composition are overestimated by both the resting metabolic rate based on the
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average and that estimated by the Caltrac monitor. When it is recognized that self-reports
used in the past have almost exclusively used the average RMR for all subjects, the true
variability in their individual energy expenditure is lost. Table 11 is based on subjects
being female, 60 years old, with a height of 65 inches and a weight of 130, not considered
to be overweight , yet notice the 27% difference in the RMR for the fittest subject with a
body fat of 20% to the least fit with a body fat of 50%. It is no wonder that results of
different measures of energy expenditure have weak correlations with each other when
they are designed to measure the same underlying construct. The potential

Table 11
Hypothetical Example of Women with the Same Body Weight and Different Body
Composition
Age:

Wt: 130 lbs, 59 kg

60

RMR from Avg
Avg RMR
( 1 MET ml-kg-1-min- l)

RMR from FFM
RMR kcal/ kcal/ MET

Ht (In): 65
RMR from Caltrac
3.5
RMR 0.95
(kcal I min-1)

MET
l
RMR (kcal I d) 1,362
kcal I h used
59
RMR (kcal I h)
57
Overestimate of RMR based on BF compared to

%

%

FFM

No

BF

FFM

kg

2

20%

80%

47

1,342

56

23

0.95

106%

101%

3

25%

75%

44

1,27 8

53

22

0.90

111%

107%

4

30%

70%

41

1,214

51

21

0.86

117%

112%

5

35%

65%

38

1,151

48

19

0.81

123%

118%

6

40%

60%

35

1,087

45

18

0.77

130%

125%

7

45%

55%

33

1,023

43

17

0.72

139%

133%

8

50%

50%

30

959

40

16

0.68

148%

142%

kcal I d

h kg/d (kcal/h)

Note. 1 MET= l kcal I kg of body mass I h

Average

Ca ltrac
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differences are just as great for males as they are for females . When food intake records ,

the derived energy of which does not involve using the individual's RMR, are compared
with results of energy expenditure assessments that do require the use of the individual ' s
RMR, the results could not be expected to strongly correlate when only rough estimates
of RMR are used. Perhaps a more accurate estimate of RMR would increase the strength
of the correlation between such measures of physical activity.
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CHAPTER III
THE STUDY

The purposes, objectives, research questions, and design of this study are
explained in this chapter. The methods used to meet the objectives are also discussed,
including a description of the participants and how they were recruited, the measures
used, the procedures used, and the data analysis .

Purpose and Objectives

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of the estimate of RMR on
the relationship between estimates of energy expenditure as derived from self-reports of
physical activity and food intake records. This relationship was studied in a cohort of
older adults at least 50 years of age. In order to reach the final objective , prerequisite
objectives were met. Hence, this study was completed in three stages, with each stage
having objectives that needed to be met before the next stage was begun. The objectives
of this study at each stage were as listed below .

Stage I Objectives
1. To estimate the body composition of individuals using three methods: (a)
skinfold measurements from 10 body locations , (b) girth measurements for females only ,
and (c) bioimpedance analysis.
2. To examine the intercorrelations between the three estimates of body
composition. If each of the three methods was strongly correlated

(r 2'::.80) with the
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others, consider the most practical method for field use , bioimpedance analysis, as
representative , and use it in stage II. If the three methods were not strongly correlated ,
use each estimate in stage II.

Stage II Objectives

1. To estimate the RMR of individuals using four methods: (a) indirect
calorimetry with a metabolic cart ; (b) derivation from Ferraro and Ravussin's multiple
regression equation that considers the individual ' s FFM , FM , age, and gender, for each of
the body composition estimates resulting from stage I; (c) derivation from Cunningham ' s
regression equation that considers the individual ' s FFM for each of the body composition
estimates resulting from stage I; and (d) derivation considering only body weight using
the traditional standardized average of I kcal per kg of weight. This resulted in eight
estimates of RMR .
2. To examine the intercorrelations between the estimates of RMR. If each of the
estimates was strongly related to the others (r 2: .80), consider the most practical method
for field use , the standardized average of 1 kcal per kg of body weight , as representati ve,
and use it in stage III. If each of the methods was not strongly correlated with the others ,
use each estimate in stage III.

Stage III Objectives
1. Self-reported information about physical activity for 7 days using an activity
diary was collected. The individual's TDEE for each RMR determined in stage II, step 2,
was calculated.
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2. Records of food intake for 7 days were collected and the individual ' s TDEE
was calculated using several references CKirschrnann & Kirschrnann , 1996; Natow &
Heslin , 1994; Ulene, 1996;).
3. The correlation between the TDEE derived from the physical activity diary and
the TDEE derived from the food intake records was examined to determine if an RMR
based on body composition resulted in a stronger correlation than an RMR based on body
weight.
4 . Useful methods of estimating body composition of adults at least 50 years of
age were determined , that is, which ones resulted in a strong correlation Cr~ .80) between
the two estimates ofTDEE .
5. Useful methods of estimating RMR of adults at least 50 years of age were
determined; that is, which ones resulted in a strong correlation Cr~ .80) between the two
estimates of TDEE.
6. To determine if the two methods of estimating TDEE (physical activity records
and food intake records) were strongly correlated Cr~ .80) when used with adults at least
50 years of age.

Research Questions

1. Do the following three methods of measuring body composition , Ca) skinfold
measurements from 10 body locations, Cb)girth measurements, and ( c) bioimpedance
analysis, result in estimates that are strongly correlated Cr~ .80) with each other when
used with adults who are at least 50 years of age?
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2. Do the following four methods of estimating an individual ' s resting metabolic

rate, (a) metabolic cart measurement, (b) derivation using the traditional average that is
based solely on body weight, (c) derivation using Cunningham's regression equation, and
(d) derivation using Ferrarro and Ravussin's regression equation , result in estimates that
are strongly correlated (r ~ .80) with each other when used with older adults?
3. Is there a stronger correlation between estimates of energy expenditure of older
adults derived from physical activity diaries and estimates derived from food intake
records, when an individualized RMR is used in the derivation from the activity diaries
that is based on body composition or a metabolic cart, than when an RMR is used that is
based solely on body weight?

Study Design

This study had a correlational design. This statistic not only provides information
on the ranking of the individual from measure to measure , but also provides information
about the strength of the relationship . Table 12 summarizes the objective, independent
and dependent variables, and provides a brief description of the procedures at each stage.

Methods

The methods and procedures that were used to answer the research questions will
be presented in this section. It will begin with a description of the target population, how
participants were recruited, and their general characteristics. The description of the
measures and procedures used to collect the data will be presented next. This section will
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Table 12
Study Procedures, Objectives, and Dependent and Independent Variables
Stage

II

Ill

Objective and methods
To estimate FM and FFM
using three methods .
l. I 0-pt skin fold
measurement
2. girth measurement
3. bioimpedance

Variables and description of procedures
Variables :
Independent: three methods of estimating FM and FFM
Dependent: estimated FM and FFM
Procedures : Looked at the intercorrelations between the estimates
derived from the three methods. Are the three methods
strongly correlated, or are some strongly correlated while
others are weakly correlated? If all estimates are strongly
correlated, consider the bioimpedance estimate as
representative of the other two and use its value in stage II. ff
methods are weakly correlated , use each estimate in stage II.

To estimate RMR using
four methods.
l. metabolic cart
2. Cunningham ' s
regression equation
3. Ferrarro and
Ravussin' s regression
equation
4. the traditional
average based on
body weight

Variables:
Independent: a maximum of eight ways of estimating RMR ,
two sets of three methods or six methods ,
involve similar equations with different body
composition estimates .
Dependent: estimated RMR
Procedures : Use the FM and FFM estimates from stage I to
estimate the RMR for methods 2 and 3. Look at the
intercorrelations between the RMR estimates derived from the
three methods. As many as eight estimates may be derived ,
depending on the results of the first stage. !fall estimates are
stro ngly correlated, consider the estimate based on the body
weight only as representative of the others and use its value in
stage III. If methods are weakly correlated, use each estimate
in stage III.

To estimate TDEE using
two methods.
I. Structured seven-day
physical activity
diary and the
Compendium of
Physical Activities
2. Seven-day food
intake record

Variables :
Independent: two methods of estimating TDEE
Dependent: estimated TDEE ; the eight estimates of energy
expenditure
Procedures: Use the RMR estimates from stage II to estimate the
TDEE for method I. Correlate each of the estimates of TDEE
derived from the physical activity diary with that derived from
the food intake records . ls the correlation stronger than
reported in past studies that used an average RMR based solely
on body weight? If it is, then perhaps one of the reasons for
the previously reported weak correlations was the RMR that
was used in the calculations.
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end with a discussion of the data analysis and a summary.

Participants
Participants were recruited who possessed the following characteristics: (a) were
50 years of age or older, (b) had no chronic illness or disease, (c) were not on medication
that was known to alter their metabolism, and (d) maintained a stable body weight. Both
males and females were included in the study. Participants were recruited from a variety
of sources throughout Utah: Logan, Salt Lake City, Cedar City, and St. George. Table
13 summarizes the recruiting sources and procedures. Potential subjects were prequalified
before being invited to participate in the study. Initially, they were informed that they
could not be presently taking any medication, such as thyroid medication, that would alter
their natural metabolic rate; that they must have a stable body weight; and that they must
not be in the process of gaining or losing weight. Sixty subjects initially agreed to
participate in the study. Table 14 shows the number of volunteers at each location in
each of the four cities. Each participant's data were checked for errors and completeness .
A pharmacist in St. George, Utah, checked participants' responses on the Alumni Health
Surveys, where they listed the medications they were taking, to verify that participants
were not taking medications that would modify their metabolic rate. The survey is
discussed in the instruments section. Five participants were eliminated due to taking such
medication. The metabolic cart estimate of RMR was checked for a reasonable resting
quotient, as identified by the respiratory therapist who provided the metabolic cart. The
reasonable value was set at a range within 0.70 and 1.20. The resting quotient is a
measure of the ratio of carbon dioxide production compared to oxygen consumption. The
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Table 13
Recruiting Sources and Procedures
City, source
SLC, Sports Mall

Description
Timz trainers , the personal trainers serving the members, recruited from their clientele;
flyers were also posted throughout the club.

SLC, flyers

Friends and others who heard about the study from talking with those involved were given
flyers to decide whether or not they were interested in participating .

Logan, USU, flyers

Flyers were circulated during the summer of 1997 at USU in Logan. Older adults
consistently come to Logan during the summer months .

Logan , Sports Acdmy

Staff members recruited from the membership .

Cedar City, SUU,
Health Fair

Southern Utah University hosted a health fair in the fall of 1997. The researcher was at the
health fair, measured metabolic rates, and passed out flyers.

Cedar City, SUU,
Water exercise class
members

Southern Utah University sponsors a water exercise program for older adults who wish to
maintain flexibility and health. The researcher made a short presentation before one of the
classes to familiarize these adults with the study and its purposes . An orientation time was
then scheduled for those who were interested in participating.

St. George, Desert
Palms Health and
Racquet Club

Staff members recruited from the membership ; flyers were also posted in the locker rooms
and on the walls in the exercise areas.

Table 14
Volunteers for Energy Expenditure Study

Logan
Salt Lake City
St. George
Cedar City

Location
Utah State University and the Sports Academy
Sports Mall and the office of Dr . Scott Hansen
Desert Palms Fitness Center
Southern Utah University
Totals

Total

No. volunteers
Female
Male

8

4

4

23
19
10

11
8
8

12
11

60

31

29

ratio (RQ) can be interpreted as how substrates (proteins, carbohydrates, and fats) are
being utilized by the body. Table 15 shows how the RQ can be interpreted (Matarese,
1997).

2
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Table 15
Interpretation of RQ
Substrate utilization
Ethanol , underfeeding
Fat oxidation
Protein oxidation

RQ

0.67
0.71
0.82

Substrate utilization
Mixed substrate oxidation
Carbohydrate oxidation
Lipogenesis, overfeeding

RQ

0.85
1.0
1.0-1.2

The standard deviation of the resting quotient was no more than .09 and the time
spent on the metabolic cart was at least 10 minutes. Two subjects were not included in
the data analysis due to showing resting quotients greater than 1.20. In all, 16 subjects
were not included in the data analysis due to the following: (a) 6 subjects not included
due to the absence of documentation of the metabolic cart measurement due to an
irretrievable loss of data on a computer, (b) 2 subjects not included due to incomplete
data, (c) 3 subjects not included due to metabolic rate measurements that were out of the
specified range, and (d) 5 subjects not included due to metabolic rate-altering medication .
Table 16 summarizes the participants included in the data analysis. Forty-four
participants completed the study. Their general characteristics are shown in Table 17,
including the average age, height, and weight. Note that the values are rounded off to the
nearest whole number and are provided for all subjects, females only , and males only .
The measures used to prequalify the participants and to gather the data will be discussed
next.

Measures

An initial instrument was used to gather demographic data, a medical history, and
an activity history of subjects. A portion of this initial instrument was used to disqualify
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Table 16
Participants Used in Data Analysis
Location
Logan
Salt Lake City
St George
Cedar City

Utah State University and the Sports Academy
Sports Mall and the office of Dr. Scott Hansen
Desert Palms Fitness Center
Southern Utah University
Totals

Total
4

Female

Male

l
8
7
5
21

3
10
8
2
23

18
15
7
44

individuals who were otherwise interested in participating in the study . In addition, once
subjects were selected, instruments and methods were used to estimate their body
composition , RMR, and total energy expenditure.

The initial instrument is presented

next , followed by the instruments that were used in each of the three stages of the study .
Initial instrument.

The Paffenbarger questionnaire (Harvard Alumni

Questionnaire) was used to collect the initial information.

This questionnaire is divided

into four sections. The first section , entitled Background Information , has basic
demographic items , weights at different ages, and times of extreme weight loss . Past and
Present Health Status , the title of the second section , consists of items regarding family

Table 17
General Characteristics of Participants

All subjects

Females

Males

ili = 44)

ili = 2 l)

ili = 23)

Characteristic
Age
Height (in/cm)
Weight (lb/kg)
Age
Height (in/cm)
Weight (lb/kg)
Age
Height (in/cm)
Weight (lb/kg)

Mean

Std dev

Minimum

Maximum

64
67 I 171
172 I 78
65
66 I 166
154 /7 0
63
69 I 175
187 I 85

9
3/9
30 I 14
10
2/5
27 I 12
8
3/ 8
21 I l O

50
58 / 146
I 05 I 48
51
63 I 159
I 05 I 48
50
58 I 146
153 I 70

83
75 I 190
233 I 106
83
73 I 179
210 I 95
79
75 I 191
233 I 106
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history and the past and present health status of the individual. The third section , entitled
Physical Activities, collects information about the amount and intensity of typical
physical activities. The fourth and last section, Dietary and Social Habits, consists of a
list of foods and requires a response reporting the frequency of eating each one , items
about the frequency of eating at fast food places and eating TV dinners , smoking , selfefficacy regarding health, and number of social relationships categorized by type.
Estimation of body composition. Body composition was estimated for each
individual using each of the following methods: (a) a 10-site skinfold measurement , (b)
bioimpedance analysis, and (c) girth measurements (for females only) at three locations .
The rationale for and the procedures used with each method will now be discussed.
First , a 10-site skinfold measurement was taken using skin calipers. This method
was included because of its widespread use . Although it is not recommended for use with
older adults (Heyward & Stolarczyk , 1996), the results were compared with those of the
other two methods.
Second, girth measurements were made at three locations . This method was used
only with female subjects. It has been found to be easier for those who are overweight
for whom calipers cannot be used because the individual's skinfold is too large to fit
between the prongs of the calipers. It was fast and easy , which makes it practical to use
in the field.
Third, bioimpedance analysis was used to estimate body composition. This
method was fast and easy, and did not require the individual to do anything other than lie
down and rest comfortably while electrodes were placed on the right foot, ankle , wrist,
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and hand. RJL Systems, in Clinton Township, Michigan , manufactures the analyzer that
was used in the study. The coefficients used in the conversion formula are proprietary,
but the generic formula is below:

FFM = X 1* (Ht 2/R) + (X 2*Weight)+ X 3

This is much like Lohrnan ' s (Heyward & Stolarczyk , 1996) formula for estimating the
FFM of females using results of bioimpedance analysis :

FFMremaie
s (kg)= 0.474 * (Ht2/R) + (O. l 80*BodyWtlnKg)

+ 7.3

Curiously , Lohrnan's formula for males has a more complex format than does the RJL
formula . Lohrnan's formula takes into account the reactance , as shown below :

FFM maies= 0.600 * (Ht 2/R) + (O.l 86*BodyWtlnKg)

+ (0.226*Reactanceln0hrns)

- 10.9

The formula developed by RJL was based on 650 subjects, both male and female , of
various races, the majority of whom were Caucasian . Subjects ' ages ranged from 15 to
74 years of age with the majority being between 20 and 40 . Three universities
participated in the development of the formula : (a) the University of Massachusetts ,
where Frank Katch acted as the primary researcher; (b) the University of Chicago ; and (c)
the University of California at San Diego , where Dr. Glassford was the primary
researcher .
Estimation of RMR. The RMR was measured using a metabolic cart , an indirect,
open-circuit calorimetric method discussed in the literature review . Although
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Paffenbarger and his colleagues (1993) claimed it to be an accurate method of measuring

energy expenditure, they also said it was intrusive and that it markedly altered behavior.
Because this was used to estimate the RMR , subjects were at rest. The resting behavior
should not have been altered due to this procedure. For the purposes of this study , then,
this measure was considered an accurate estimate of RMR. This unit was in the care of
the researcher and taken to all the locations where subjects were measured .
The second method of estimating RMR was the traditionally used average of 1
kcal per kg of body weight per hour. This standard is used in the metabolic calculations
for human energy expenditure presented in the American College of Sports Medicine
(1995).
The third and fourth methods of estimating RMR involved using the body
composition measurements as measured by (a) skinfold and (b) bioimpedance. Each
value was substituted in Ferraro and Ravussin ' s regression equation resulting in two
estimates of RMR. This equation took into account the subject's age .
The fifth and sixth methods of estimating RMR also involved using the body
composition measurements. Each value was substituted into Cunningham 's regression
equation. This also resulted in two additional estimates of RMR . This equation was used
in addition to Ferraro and Ravussin's because it does not take into account the subject ' s
age , which is included by Ferraro and Ravussin.
Total energy expenditure. Two measures were used in this category, a direct
measure and an indirect measure. The direct measure consisted of a structured 7-day
diary of physical activity. The Compendium of Physical Activities was used to code the
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activities and estimate the TDEE. For a period of 7 days, subjects logged information on
each activity in which they participated by coding the activity type, a brief description of
the activity, their intensity level in metabolic units, and the amount of time spent
participating in the activity. A portion of the form is shown in Figure 1. The indirect
measure of TDEE consisted of a daily food intake record that participants maintained for
seven days . A computer software program called Diet Analyst, created by Parsons
Technology and later purchased by Intuit and then by Broderbund, was used to code and
summarize the food eaten by subjects. This program allows food items to be added to the
existing database and changes to be made to existing food items. Such flexibility allowed

It is important for you to record, as accurately as possible, your daily activities. This will enable us to
compare your caloric intake with your activity level to give you a clear picture about how much energy
your body uses, and the number of calories you can expect to use while participating in each of your
typical daily activities.

Please record, upon completion of each activity in the attached table, the activity type, your reason for
participating in it, the intensity level, and the amount of time you spent.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call Judy or Wanda at 277-210 I or 277- 784 7. We
will answer your questions at any time. The accuracy of your reporting is essential to the accuracy of
your individual results.
Thank you for yo ur parti cipation.
DATE

DAY OF WEEK:

:

Code

Intensity
Level
(METS)

Type of
Activity

I.

2.
3.

Figure 1. Total energy expenditure form.

Description

Duration
Hours:Min
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the investigator to make certain the calories were consistent with standard calorie tables
and to enter foods eaten by subjects that were not in the database. This software was used
to estimate the TDEE for individuals. For a period of 7 days, subjects logged information
on all food they ate by recording a complete description of the food item and the quantity,
which they reported in ounces , grams , cups , or number eaten. A portion of this form is
shown in Figure 2.

Procedures
A description of how the data were collected using each type of instrument will
now be discussed. The use of the initial instrument will be described first , followed by
the estimates of body composition , estimates of RMR, and estimates of energy

Subject Number :

Date :

It is important for you to record , as accuratel y as possible , your daily food intake . This will enable us
to compare your caloric intake with yo ur acti vity leve l to g ive you a clear pictur e about how mu ch
ener gy your bod y uses, and the number of ca lorie s you can expect to use while participat ing in each of
your typical daily activities.
Please use the attached list to help you record , after eating each meal or snack , the description of each
food item you ate , and the quantity you ate . Remember that you will report quantities of foods in
ounc es.
Note : Be sure to include the quantity of water you drink each day.
Day: Monday June 9, 1997
Food Description
Breakfast

Figure 2. Food intake form.

Quantity

kcalori es
(researcher
use only)
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expenditure. A summary will be presented last, which describes the subjects ' report,
presents the daily schedule of data collection , and includes the measures and associated
protocol in tabular form.
Initial instrument. Subjects completed the health questionnaire developed by
Paffenbarger et al. (1993) . This comprehensive questionnaire is displayed in Appendix
C. Although this questionnaire was proposed to be a mail out/mail-back instrument , it
was given to participants as part of their participant packet and explained to them . The y
initially filled in their name , address , date of birth , and substituted their phone number for
college class . The researcher explained the sections of the questionnaire and instructed
participants to list all medications they were taking on the last page below their name and
date . At this time , they were told that any medications that altered their natural metabolic
rate would eliminate them from the study . The researcher then turned their attention to
item 9, in the Background Information section. This item displayed nine body profiles ,
from very thin to obese . Each profile was numbered for reference. Subjects were then
required to record the number corresponding to the body profile that best represented
theirs at different ages ; when they entered college (or at 18 years old) , at age 25, at age
40 , at age 50, at age 60, and today . It was explained that they needed to have a stable
body weight in order for their data to be considered appropriate for the study. After
completing item 9, they completed item 10. This item required them to estimate the
number of times in their life that they have lost weight in increments of 5, 10, 20, and
30+ pounds. The researcher asked them to complete this item and told them of the
importance of not being in the process of either gaining or losing weight during this
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study. The balance of the questionnaire was left for subjects to complete on their own
and to return at the time their metabolic rate and body composition were measured.
Estimation of body composition. Skinfold measurements were taken three times
at 10 locations, rotating completely through each of the 10 locations three times, in the
same order each time . After the three sets of measurements were taken, the median of
each site was used as the final value. The measurement locations and protocol are
presented in Appendix B, along with the conversion tables used in converting the total
skinfold to percent body fat. The individual 's weight was used to convert the percent
body fat to FM, and the FM was subtracted from the total body weight to derive FFM .
Girth measurements were made using an anthropometric tape. The investigator
held the zero end of the tape in her left hand , positioning it below the measurement end of
the tape , which was held in her right hand . Tension was applied to the tape so that it fit
snugly around the body part being measured, but not so tightly that the skin indented.
When a circumference like the waist or hip was measured , the tape was aligned parallel to
the floor , as specified by Heyward and Stolarczyk (1996). The complete protocol can be
found in Appendix B.
The bioimpedance analyzer was an easy and reliable method to use. Subjects
were asked to take off their right shoe and sock, and lie comfortably on their back s. Four
electrodes were placed on the right side of their body at the following locations: (a) a
detecting (red clip) electrode at the superior linear border that bisects the ulnar head of the
wrist. The top edge of the electrode cut in half the bump on the little finger side of the
wrist; (b) a signal introduction electrode (black clip) placed on the first joint of the middle
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finger; (c) a detecting electrode at the superior linear border that bisected the medial
malleolus. The top edge of the electrode cut in half the bump on the big toe side of the
ankle; (d) a signal introduction electrode placed just behind the middle toes . An electrical
current was then sent through the right side of their body. This procedure was painless
and fast. The formulas developed by Lohman (Heyward and Stolarczyk, 1996) were used
to estimate the FFM. The resistance and reactance of the subjects were measured using
the analyzer, but the software that derives the FFM based on RJL's proprietary equations
was not used since the coefficients are not known . The protocol is shown in Appendix B.
Estimation of RMR. The following four methods were used to estimate each
subject's resting metabolic rate: (a) indirect calorimetry with a metabolic cart; (b)
derivation from Ferraro and Ravussin ' s multiple regression equation that considers the
individual 's FFM , FM , age, and gender, for both BIA and SKF estimates resulting from
the body composition measurements ; (c) derivation from Cunningh am's regression
equation that considers the individual ' s FFM for both BIA and SKF estimates resulting
from the body composition measurements; and (d) derivation considering only body
weight using the traditional standardized average of 1 kcal per kg of weight per hour .
This resulted in six estimates of RMR.
In estimating the RMR using the metabolic cart, subjects were asked to sit
comfortably and rest for about 10 minutes, with no talking or moving around, prior to the
actual test. The metabolic cart automatically calibrated at startup. While the cart was
warming up and going through the self-test , the researcher explained the procedure and
showed subjects the mask that they would use during the test.
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Subjects were also weighed in order to estimate their RMR. Body weight was
used with the RMR that is based on the traditional standardized and in the equations that
used FFM. A beam scale with movable weights was used for this purpose. Each
subject's weight was measured to the nearest pound, subjects wore light workout clothes
and were without shoes.
Estimation of total energy expenditure. Five sources were used to estimat e the
calories of participants due to food intake . These sources include (a) Bowes and
Church's Food Values of Portions Commonly Used (Pennington, 1987), (b) Nutrition
Almanac (Kirschmann & Kirschmann, 1996), (c) The Nutribase Complete Book of Food
Counts (Ulene, 1996), (d) The Fast-Food Nutrition Counter (Natow & Heslin, 1994), and
(e) Calories and Carbohydrates, (Kraus, 1985). Complete information on these books can
be found in the references. The calories for the 7 days were summed and divided by 7,
resulting in an average daily food intake for the 7-day period.
Physical activity for the 7-day diary was expressed in METs. These were
estimated using the compendium of physical activities developed by Ainsworth, and her
colleagues (Ainsworth, Haskell, et al., 1993). This list seemed to be the most recently
updated list, with the MET values based on the best of the previously published literature .
The caloric expenditure needed for each reported activity was computed using the
following formula:

MET value* reported time in hrs* (RMR I 24)
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The caloric values for all activities for the week were summed and divided by 7, resulting
in a daily average for the 7 days. The fact that six different estimates of RMR were
computed resulted in six different estimates of calories determined by physical activity
diaries.
Energy expenditure was computed from food intake records (kcal). In addition,
energy expenditure was computed from a 7-day diary of pa (kcal) in six ways using the
previously discussed six estimates of RMR. Each of the six resulting estimates of energy
expenditure was compared with the estimate resulting from food intake records.
Subjects ' daily schedules . Subjects were asked to keep records for 7 days. In
addition to this record-keeping , they were also tested for body composition and resting
metabolic rate . The daily schedule , for 7 days , is summarized in Table 18. An outline of
the orientation session provided to potential subjects, the packet of forms and information
give n to them , and the flyers used to recruit them , are shown in Appendix C.
Subjects' reports. Upon the completion of the entire study, subjects were given an
individual report that documented and explained their individual results. There were
valuable benefits to participants , who each received a report on their individual results
after all the data were collected . Topics in the report that were of particular benefit to the
participants included (a) calories utilized at rest, (b) calories used in typical daily
activities, (c) comparison of general daily food intake with typical daily activities , (d)
itemized list of typical daily activities and the number of calories utilized in its
participation , (e) estimated body fat percentage , and (f) itemized list of physical activities
in which the individual could participate with the associated estimated kcals that would
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Table 18
Partici12ant Schedule
Day
I

Tasks
a. Complete Paffenbarger questionnaire
b. Instructions on completing (I) physical activity record and (2)
food intake record .
c. Instructions on RMR measurement protocol.
d. Set appointments for the following measurements: (I) RMR, (2)
skinfold, (3) girth (females), and (4) BIA.

Time
90 min.

Location
local
facility

2

a. Completion of daily food intake record.
b. Completion of daily physical activity record.

IS min.
IS min.

home

3

a. Measurement of individualized resting metabolic rate and body
composition.
b. Completion of daily food intake record.
c. Completion of daily physical activity record.

60 min.
IS min.
IS min.

local
facility

4

a. Completion of daily food intake record.
b. Completion of daily physical activity record.

IS min.
IS min.

home

s

a. Completion of daily food intake record.
b. Completion of daily physical activity record.

IS min.
IS min.

home

6

a. Completion of daily food intake record.
b. Completion of daily physical activity record.

IS min.
15 min.

home

7

a. Completion of daily food intake record.
b. Completion of daily physical activity record.

15 min.
15 min.

home

8

a. Completion of daily food intake record.
b. Completion of daily physical activity record.

IS min.

home

Tum in daily physical activity diary, food intake records, and food
scales.

10 min.

9

15 min.
local
facility

be utilized. This report included graphs, the purpose of which was to make the results
easy to understand and interpret. A sample report is included in Appendix D. Reports
were mailed to participants after the data were collected and the results were analyzed.
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Data Analysis
As described earlier in this chapter, the data were collected in stages. Hence , the
data analysis was also completed in stages. Results of one stage affected values used in
subsequent stages . Descriptive statistics and correlational data analysis were completed
durin g these stages. Each will now be discussed , including the stages of use and the
rationale for using each statistic .
Descriptive statistical analysis. The aim of this analysis was to provide an
exhaustive measure of the population characteristics. In addition, the data were looked at
for inconsistencies resulting from data-entry errors . When errors were suspected , they
were researched and corrected . Descriptive statistics were then computed again, with the
process continuing until the data appeared to be accurate . The descriptive statistical
summary was previously provided in the Participants section.
Correlational data analysis . Participants were tested for the same construct using
a variety of methods . Hence, the same subjects were in each group for all methods
investigated by the study . The Pearson correlation coeffici ent was computed for all
possible comparisons of body composition estimates made in stage I. This resulted in an
intercorrelation table with three correlations , as illustrated in Table 19.
The strength of each intercorrelation was examined . If each of the three estimates
was strongly correlated with each of the others (r

~

.80), the bioimpedance value would

be used in stage II since it is the fastest and easiest method for field use . If the strength of
the correlation was less than .80, then the estimate would be used in stage II.
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Table 19
Intercorrelations

of Bodv Composition Estimates

Method
Girth Measurements (GIR)

SKF
r GIR,SKF
(females only)

Skinfold Measurements (SKF)

BIA
r GlR,BIA
(females only)
r SKF BIA

The differences among the correlation coefficients between SKF and BIA for
females, males , and both were also examined to determine the probability that such
differences would be observed if the coefficients really were the same. If the differences
were significant at an alpha level of .05, then the two groups would be kept separate for
the analysis planned in stage II. If the differences were not significant , males and females
would be treated as one group for stage II.
The analysis of the RMR , estimated in stage II , was conducted in a similar
manner.

The FM and FFM estimates from stage I were used in the derivations of RMR

for the two regression equations.

This resulted in four values, as a result of the findings

in stage I. The remaining two RMR estimation methods were completed, resulting in six
estimates of RMR. The intercorrelation

table was created , which had 15 comparisons.

If

all of the RMR estimates were strongly related (r ~ .80), the estimate based on the body
weight only would be used in stage III , since it is the fastest and easiest for field use . In
addition, the estimates based on SKF and Cunningham 's equation would be used since
SKF is a widely used method with individuals of all ages and the equation is independent
of age. If the estimates were moderate to weakly related, each estimate would be used in
stage III. Again, the differences among the correlation coefficients were also examined.
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Stage III involved the final estimates of subjects' TDEE. The Pearson correlation

coefficient was computed between the TDEE estimates derived from the physical activity
diary and that derived from the food-intake record . This study resulted in three
correlations , which were used to answer the following research questions:
1. Is there a strong correlation (I ~ .80) between estimate s of energ y expenditure
derived from physical activity diaries and estimates derived from food intake records
when an individualized RMR is used in the derivation from the activity diaries ?
2. Which method of estimating RMR results in the strongest correlation between
records of physical activity and food intake records ?
3. Which of the three methods of estimating body composition are most useful
with older adults when estimating their caloric needs ?
On the surface , it might appear that question 3 could not be answered by
examining the correlations between the two types of estimates . If , however, one of the
physical activity diary estimates is more strongly correlated with the food intake estimate
than are the others , then its associated method of measuring body composition might be
more useful with older adults than the other methods used in this study when the purpos e
of the measurement is to estimate the resting metabolic rate, or calories needed. As in the
previous two stages, the significance of the differences among these correlation
coefficients was also tested.

Summary of Methods
Several measures were used at each of the three stages in the study. The measures
are summarized in Table 20. Notice that each measure is described as to the stage in
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which it was used and its purpose. In addition, the approximate time needed to complete
each measure is displayed in the last column. Note that the total time commitment of
each participant was approximately seven hours. In addition to descriptive statistics,
correlational data analysis was completed to answer the research questions.

Table 20
Measures Used in Study
Name

Purpose and description

Time (min)

Stage I - Estimate of Body Composition
Paffenbarger
questionnaire

Prequalifies subjects and collects demographic and personal historical
information. Collects four categories of information: (I) background
information, (2) past and present health status information , (3) typical
physical activities, and (4) dietary and social habits .

30

Skinfold
measurements

Estimates FM. Measures the thickness of subcutaneous adipose tissue
that can be converted to percent bod y fat. A ten-point measure will be
made three times with the average of the three values used in the final
computation. Measurements were made on the right side of the body
with small sliding metal calipers.

15

Girth
measurements

Estimates FM . Measures the circumference of body parts known to be
associated with fat storage. A three-point measure was made using an
anthropometric tape.

5

Stage I - Estimate of Body Composition
Bioimpedance
analysis

Estimates FM. Measures the electrical conductivity of the body,
which is associated with the FFM. Measurements were made with
subjects lying on their backs Four electrodes were placed on the right
side of the body; on the hand , wrist, ankle , and foot. An electrical
current was sent through the right side of the body , and the resistance
and conductance were measured .

5

Stage II - Estimate of RMR
Metabolic cart

Estimates RMR . A cart to which a breathing mask is attached
via a tube. Subjects breath comfortably into the mouthpiece.
The inhaled oxygen and exhaled carbon dioxide is measured,
which results in an estimate of RMR.

45

(table continues.)
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Name
Cunningham's
equation

Purpose and description
Estimates RMR. Used by the investigator with no participation
from subjects; involves FFM.

Time (min)
NA
(computed)

Ferraro &
Ravussin's equation

Estimates RMR. Used by the investigator with no participation
from subjects; involves FFM, FM, age, and gender.

NA
(computed)

Traditional average

Estimates RMR. Used by the investigator with no participation
from subjects; involves body weight.

NA
(computed)

Stage III - Estimate of TDEE
Food Intake Records

Estimates TDEE. Caloric Intake Report---Completed during
a seven-day period ; used to estimate energy expenditure; Use
referenced calorie tables to compute energy value of food.

15-20, daily
135-140 hrs., total

Structured 7-day
physical activity
diary

Estimates TDEE. A self-report of physical activity recorded
daily during a 7-day period. Use standard tabled METS for
each activity but multiple RMRs. Each subject may have
more than one estimate based on more than one RMR
estimate.

15-20, daily
135-140 hrs., total
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The data analyses are reported and discussed in this chapter. The Pearson
correlation coefficient was computed to look at the relationships between the study
variables, as described in Chapter III. The results will be presented and discussed in the
same three stages, as outlined in the Methods section: Stage I, body composition; Stage
II, resting metabolic rate; and Stage III, energy expenditure. Most of the relationships
were computed and reported for males and females combined. Girth measurements, a
method of estimating body composition, were taken for only females, so are not reported
for males. After the results of the Pearson correlation coefficients are discussed, the
results of testing the significance of the differences among the correlation coefficients are
presented. This chapter ends with a discussion of the answers to the research questions .

Stage I, Estimates of Body Composition

Three methods of measuring body composition were used for females : (a) a 10site skinfold measurement , (b) bioimpedance analysis, and (c) girth measurements. Girth
measurements were not used with male subjects. Table 21 shows the results for females ,
males, and all subjects.
The next step involved computing the relationships between the results of the
three estimates of body composition. The intercorrelations between the three estimates
made for females are shown in Table 22.
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Table 21
Average Body Com12osition Estimates
Participants
All participants (N

Females (N

Males (N

Mean

Std dev

Minimum

Maximum

SKF
BIA

25%
36%

7%
6%

8%
19%

43%
48%

SKF
BIA
Girth

25%
39%
40%

8%
4%
6%

8%
31%
27%

43%
48%
53%

SKF
BIA

26%
33%

6%
5%

12%
19%

35%
42%

= 44)

= 21)

= 23)

Each correlation coefficient is statistically significant (p_< .001 ). Estimates using
girth measurements are strongly related

Cr2

.80) to estimates using SKF measurements.

Hence , since the SKF estimates were used in stage II, the researcher did not include girth
measurements.
moderate one

The relationship between SKF and BIA , on the other hand , is only a

Cr=.64), as shown

in Table 22 . As a result , in the next stage, both SKF

and BIA are used.
The correlation coefficient computed for the male participants also needed to be
considered before proceeding to the next stage. Like the relationship between SKF and

Table 22
Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Three Methods of Estimating Body Com12osition
of Females (N

=

21)

Method
Skinfold measurements (SKF)
Bioimpedance analysis (BIA)

BIA

Girth

.64

.88
.73
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BIA for females , the strength of this relationship is moderate (.57) , although it is weaker
than the .64 computed for females. For both males and females combined, the correlation
coefficient between SKF and BIA is .46, which is generally considered to be between
weak and moderate.
The remaining issue was to determine if SKF is related to BIA to the same degree
in both males and females. Therefore , the researcher tested the differences between the
three correlation coefficients to determine the probability that the observed differences
are due to sampling error. This test was completed using the formula

x2 = I:wjZ2j - w. f\,

where wj = nj - 3; w. = I:wj; and the weighted average Z within the J groups is

w

= I:wjZ/

w. (Glass & Hopkins, 1996). The calculations were made using the Excel electronic
spreadsheet , and are displayed in Appendix E. This test resulted in a x2 of0.8269 , which
is less than the 5.99 required for significance with a= .05. As a result, the BIA and SKF
estimates of body composition for males and females were not treated separately in the
analysis completed in stage II.

Stage II, Estimates of Resting Metabolic Rate

The following four methods were used to estimate each subject's resting
metabolic rate: (a) indirect calorimetry with a metabolic cart; (b) derivation from Ferraro
and Ravussin's multiple regression equation that considers the individual's FFM, FM,
age, and gender, for both BIA and SKF estimates resulting from stage I; (c) derivation
from Cunningham's regression equation that considers the individual's FFM for both
BIA and SKF estimates resulting from stage I; and (d) derivation considering only body
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weight using the traditional standardized average of 1 kcal per kg of weight per hour.
This resulted in six estimates of RMR. The Pearson r was computed for all possible sets
of RMR estimates. This resulted in 15 correlation coefficients, all of which were
statistically significant (.Q< .001 ). The resulting intercorrelation table is shown in Table
23.
As seen in the table, the metabolic cart method of measuring resting metabolic
rate is only moderately related to each of the other five methods, having correlation
coefficients ranging from .47 to .59. The researcher then tested the differences among all
15 correlation coefficients in the same manner as was described in stage I. This test
resulted in a significant difference with a = .05 ( 95X\ 4 = 23 .68; computed

x2 = 176.21 ).

When only the correlation coefficients involving the metabolic cart were tested for
significant differences , no significance was observed ( 95x\ = 9.49; computed

x2 = 0.82).

As a result, the RMR as estimated by the metabolic cart was used in stage III.
The estimates of RMR resulting from the remaining five methods are strongly
related (r 2: .80) to each other. When the correlation coefficients for the remaining
methods are tested without the metabolic cart data, a significant difference is still
observed ( 95X\ = 16.92; computed

x2 = 33 .03).

It appears that this is due to the extremely

strong relationship (r = .98) between Ferraro and Ravussin's equation using SKF
measurements and the same equation using BIA measurements

(!:s&F- sKF. B&F-BlA

= .98).

When this coefficient is removed from the computation, the differences among the
coefficients involving the remaining methods are not significant ( 95 x\ = 15.51; computed

x2= 10.45). The differences

among all coefficients, with the exception of the very strong
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Table 23
Correlations Between Six Estimates of Restin~ Metabolic Rate
Method
(CN-SKF)
(CN-BIA)
TRAD
(F&R-SKF)
(F&R-BIA)
MET-C
.47
.59
.54
.51
.47
TRAD
.84
.87
.92
.93
CN-SKF
.91
.91
.89
CN-BIA
.91
.95
F&R-SKF
.98
, ote .
MET-C = Metabolic Cart ; TRAD= Traditional method based on body weight only ;
CN-SKF = Cunningham Equation using SKF ; CN-BIA = Cunningham Equation using
BIA ; F&R-SKF = Ferraro and Ravussin ' s Equation using SKF; F&R-BIA = Ferraro
and Ravussin ' s Equation using BIA.

correlation between two methods using Ferraro and Ravussin's equation, were then tested
to confirm that those coefficients involving the metabolic cart were significantly different
from the others. The difference was significant ( 95 X\ 3 = 22.36 ; computed

x2= 128.31) .

As a result of the strength of the correlation coefficients , the test of the differenc es
among the coefficients, and the rationale discussed in Chapter III, the researcher used the
following estimates ofRMR in stage III: (a) the metabolic cart estimate , (b) the
traditional average of 1 kcal per kg of body weight per hour, and (c) Cunningham ' s
equation using SKF.

Stage III, Estimates of Energy Expenditure

The last stage in the analysis of the data involved using results of the self-reported
information about physical activity for 7 days based on an activity diary that was
completed by each participant. Using this information and the compendium of physical
activities developed by Ainsworth and her colleagues (Ainsworth, Haskell, et al., 1993),
the TDEE was calculated four ways for each individual.

One estimate used the RMR
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resulting from the traditional average, the second estimate resulted from using the RMR
measured using the metabolic cart, the third estimate was based on the results of the
RMR estimated using Cunningham 's regression equation and SKF measurements, and
the fourth estimate of TDEE was based on food intake records.
Many of the 44 participants did not account for 24 hours of every day. When this
occurred, the unaccounted time was estimated at l MET, which would mean the
participant would have been sitting quietly, riding in a car, or participating in some other
equivalent activity that required no exertion. Although no precedent for handling
unaccounted time was found in the literature, the researcher had a rationale for handling it
in the manner previously described. The rationale for this was that an individual's RMR
is responsible for 60% to 75%, the majority of the total daily energy expenditure
(McArdle et al. , 1996). Hence , it was thought that basing the adjustment on this value
would yield the most accurate results. A summary of the time for which participants
accounted is provided in Table 24.
Each participant also completed records of food intake for the same 7-day period
as the physical activity diaries . This information was entered into a database and the
individual's TDEE was calculated using comprehensive food calorie charts that listed fast
foods, food products with brand names, generic foods, prepared foods, and specialty
foods (Kirschmann & Kirschmann, 1996; Natow & Heslin, 1994; Ulene, 1996). The
form used to record food eaten is shown in the sample participant packet in Appendix C.
When nutritional information was provided on food packages, participants were asked to
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Table 24
Total Time Accounted For in Physical-Activity Diaries
Percent of time accounted
100
Between 90 and 100
90 or less

Number of participants (N = 44)

20
19

5

record the serving size , calories per serving, and the size of the portion eaten. When
nutritional information was not provided, participants were instructed to be as specific as
possible in describing the food eaten , including brand names , method of preparation , and
quantity eaten. If a day of the week was skipped , participants were allowed to substitute
the same day of the week of a subsequent week , recording both food intake and physical
activity for the substitute day .
This resulted in four measures of TD EE, three resulting from records of physical
activity with three different estimates of participants ' resting metabolic rates , and the
fourth from calorie intake . The next step in this stage involved examining the correlation
between the TDEE derived from the physical activity diaries and the TDEE derived from
the food intake records. The focus was to determine which RMR resulted in a stronger
correlation between an estimate of energy expenditure based on physical activity and one
based on caloric intake.
Correlations were computed between estimates of TDEE resulting from food
intake records and diaries of physical activity based on a resting metabolic rate based on
(a) the metabolic cart estimate, (b) the traditional average, and (c) Cunningham's
regression equation and SKF measurements. The Pearson correlation coefficients ,
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computed for all subjects
their time

ili = 44), and for those who accounted

ili = 39), are displayed

for more than 90% of

in Table 25 . The differences among the three

correlations between TDEE estimated using physical activity diaries and using food
intake records for all participants, were tested for significance. No significant difference
was observed ( 95X\

=

5.99; computed

x2 =

l.87).

The values of the individual estimates for each of the 44 subjects are shown in
Table 26. It includes the three estimates of TDEE computed from physical activity
diaries, the calories computed from the food intake records, and the differences between
each physical activity estimate and food intake estimate.
In addition to computing the individual differences between each estimate of
TDEE based on physical activity diaries and TDEE based on food intake records, the
average differences between these three sets of estimates of TD EE and food intake
records were computed. Table 27 displays these differences, along with the average
estimate of TDEE for each method. Notice that it includes the data for all participants as
well as for those who accounted for more than 90% of their time. These results will be
discussed in Chapter V.

Table 25
Correlation Between Estimates of Energy Expenditure Measured by Food Intake
Records and Physical-Activity Diaries

Participants used in correlation
All participants, ill= 44)
> 90% of time accounted ill= 39)

RMR estimate on which TDEE was based
Cunningham's equation
Traditional average
and SKF
Met cart
.51
.58
.35
41
.59
.58
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Table 26
Individual Estimates and Differences Between TDEE Computed from Physical-Activity
Diaries and Food-Intake Records
Source of avg TDEE
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Met cart
1,415
2,333
3,094
1,930
2,540
1,201
2.332
1,650
1,845
2,060
2,401
2,391
2,712
1,391
1,704
999
2,041
1,946
2,316
3, 146
1,369
2,344
2,573
2,782
2, 188
1,312
1,982
1,573
1,499
1,251
1,77 1
1,475
1,391
1,861
2, 139
1,526
1,4 19
2,001
1,831
1,971
2, 158
2,902
1,271
2,265

Food intake
1,388
1,621
1,990
1,987
1,829
1,727
2,531
1,852
1,992
1,734
1,866
2,000
2,860
1,618
1,687
1, 100
1,380
983
1,634
3,684
1,740
2,494
2,325
2,263
1,595
1,768
1,563
1,803
1,522
1,815
1,544
1,860
1,382
2,349
1,746
1,644
1,498
2,034
2,339
1,201
1,535
1,618
1,743
1,234

SKF. C eqn
2,510
2,971
3,255
3,024
2,992
2,217
3.527
2,794
2,517
2,435
3,061
3, 170
3,384
2,287
2,331
2,9 16
3,080
2,659
2,776
4,208
2,348
3, 197
3,411
4.042
2,9 16
2, 131
3, 142
2,381
2,514
2,610
3, 193
3,043
2,568
3,262
2,466
2,595
2,648
2,799
3,057
2,537
2,711
2,672
2,503
3,688

Difference
Tradavg
2,184
3,27 1
3,925
3,982
3,888
2,237
4,247
3,300
2,632
2,921
3,244
4, 110
3,399
2,398
2,511
3,306
3,302
3,852
2,938
4,486
2,539
4,213
3,760
5,298
2,999
2,412
3,759
2,362
3, 111
2,763
4,055
3,506
2,529
3,792
3,563
3,455
2,984
3,216
3,772
2,683
3,374
3,894
3,501
4,591

Metcart-FI
27
712
I, 105
57
711
526
200
202
146
326
535
391
147
227
17
101
661
963
682
538
37 1
150
248
518
593
456
419
230
24
564
228
386
9
488
393
118
79
33
508
770
623
1,284
472
1,030

SKF-Fl
1, 122
1,350
1,265
1,037
1,162
490
996
942
526
701
1, 195
1, 170
525
669
644
1,816
1,700
1,676
1, 142
524
608
703
1,086
1,778
1,321
362
1,579
578
992
795
1,650
l , 182
1, 186
913
720
951
I, 151
765
718
1,335
1, 176
1,053
760
2,453

Trad avg-FI
796
1,649
1,936
1,995
2.059
510
1, 7 15
1,447
641
1, 187
1,37 8
2, 110
539
780
824
2,206
1,922
2,869
1,304
802
799
1,720
1,43 5
3.035
1,405
643
2, 196
558
1.589
949
2.5 12
1,645
I , 147
1,444
1,817
1.811
1.486
1, 182
1,433
1,482
1,839
2,275
1,7 58
3,357
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Table 27
Average Differences Between Three Estimates ofTDEE and Food Intake

Difference between physical
activity and food intake
estimates (kcals /day)
Largest
Smallest
Avg
% Avg diff is of TDEE
Avg estimate of TDEE

Source of RMR estimate
SKF using
Metabolic cart
Cunningham equation
Traditional average
All
> 90% of
All
> 90% of
All
partic
time
partic
time
partic > 90% of time
2,453
same as all
1,284
l,105
3,357
same as all
362
510
same as all
same as all
9
9
415
1,056
1,045
1,550
1,513
372
21%
37%
19%
36%
46%
45%
1,936
2,876
2,900
1,961
3,370
3,368

The findings of this study will now be discussed relative to the three research
questions stated in the Methods section. Each question will be restated , followed by the
associated findings .

Answers to the Research Questions

Research Question 1
Is there a stronger correlation (I~ .80) between estimates of energy expenditure of
older adults derived from physical activity diaries and estimates derived from food intake
records when an RMR is used in the derivation from the activity diaries that is based on
body composition or a metabolic cart, than when an RMR is used that is based solely on
body weight? In other words, if one derives energy expenditure estimates from older
adults, from physical activity diaries and from food intake records, is there a stronger
correlation between them when a resting metabolic rate is used that is based on (a) body
composition, or (b) metabolic cart, rather than an RMR based solely on (c) body weight?
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The findings from this study indicate that an RMR measured using a metabolic
cart does result in a more strongly (.51) correlated estimate of TDEE than does an RMR
based solely on body weight (.35), although the test of the differences among the
coefficients resulted in no statistical significance. If subjects were limited to those who
reported more than 90% of their daily physical activity, the correlation increases to .59, a
moderate relationship. The correlation between the RMR based solely on body weight
increases, but remains weak (.41 ). Hence, although the RMR estimated using a metabolic
cart does result in a stronger correlation between two estimates of TDEE than does the
traditional average based only on body weight , the difference is not statistically
significant.

Research Question 2
Do the following three methods of measuring body composition, (a) skinfold
measurements from 10 body locations, (b) girth measurements (for females only) , and (c)
bioimpedance analysis, result in estimates that are strongly correlated

Cr2'..8) with each

other when used with older adults?
For females, the relationship between SKF and girth measurements was
moderately strong (.88). Bioimpedance was moderately related (r =. 73) to girth
measurements. The relationship between SKF, a method not recommended for use with
older adults, was not as strongly related to bioimpedance (r = .64), which is thought to be
more useful with this population. It is important to recognize, however, that the test of
the differences among these correlation coefficients does not result in statistical
significance .
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The relationship between SKF and BIA for males, like that of females, was
moderately related Cr= .57). When both males and females were combined, the
relationship between SKF and BIA estimates was between weak and moderate (r = .41 ).
Hence, when used with the older adults who participated in this study, estimates of body
composition using two methods, BIA and SKF, were not strongly related to each other.
For females, the relationship between SKF and girth measurements did result in a strong
relationship Cr= .88).

Research Question 3
Do the following four methods of estimating an individual's resting metabolic
rate, Ca) metabolic cart measurement, Cb) derivation using the traditional average that is
based solely on body weight, Cc) derivation using Cunningham's

regression equation, and

Cd) derivation using Ferraro and Ravussin's regression equations, result in estimates that
are strongly correlated Cr~ .80) with each other when used with older adults?
The only method that was not strongly related to the others was the metabolic
cart. Both estimates of RMR based on SKF measurements are strongly related to both
RMR estimates based on BIA, ranging from .89 to .98. Even the RMR estimate based on
the traditional average of 1 kcal per kg of body weight per hour showed strong
relationships with all methods but the metabolic cart . These correlations ranged from .84
to .93. The RMR measured by the metabolic cart was moderately related to the RMR
estimate based on the traditional average and that based on Ferraro and Ravussin's
equation that was based on the BIA Cr= .47). Table 28 summarizes the approximate
strength of each relationship.

In addition to the finding that the estimates of RMR made
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Table 28
Strength of Relationships Between Six Estimates of RMR

Method
Metabolic cart
Traditional
SKF - Cunningham
BIA-Cunningham
SKF-F & R

Traditional
moderate

SKF
Cunningham
moderate
strong

SKF
F&R
moderate
strong
strong

BIA
Cunningham
moderate
strong
strong
strong

BIA
F&R
moderate
strong
strong
strong
strong

Strength of relationships (Hatcher & Stepanski, 1994):
Moderate, r = ± .50 (.20 < r < .80)
Perfect, r = ± 1.00
Strong, r = ± .80 ( .80:::;;r :::;;
1.0)
Weak, r = ± .20 (0 .00:::;;r :::;;
.20)

using the metabolic cart, as a group , are only moderately related to each of the other four
methods, the differences among the correlation coefficients involving the metabolic cart
and the other methods of estimating RMR are statistically significant. This will be
further discussed in Chapter V.
This chapter has presented the results of the correlational analyses of this study in
addition to the answers to the three research questions. The next chapter includes an
interpretation of the results, along with conclusions, implications, limitations, and
recommendations.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMEND A TIO NS

Accurate measurement of energy expenditure is critical, especially when creating
and monitoring interventions designed to promote physical activity and exercise
adherence for the individual. This study focused on the measurement of energy
expenditure in adults 50 years of age and older. The answers to the three research
questions will be useful to those health professionals who work with older adults, both in
assessing their energy expenditure and in designing effective interventions dealing with
weight control. Conclusions of the researcher are based on estimates of body
composition, estimates of resting metabolic rate, and estimates of energy expenditure .
The conclusions will be followed by a discussion of the implications , limitations , and
recommendations.

Estimates of Body Composition
The whole body two-compartment model of body composition that involves
dividing the body into fat mass and fat-free mass was not useful in determining
participants' total daily energy expenditure. The purpose of using body composition was
to determine how an individual's RMR and subsequent TDEE could be estimated, using
an estimate of body composition. To understand possible reasons for this, it is necessary
to recognize that (a) this group averaged 65 years of age, with the youngest 50 years of
age and the oldest 83 years of age; and (b) the body composition methods used in this
study are reported in the literature to be not as accurate as hydrostatic weighing, which
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was not used in the study. Even BIA, which is recommended for this age group and is
reported to be more appropriate with older adults and with obese individuals, did not
result in a final estimate of TDEE that was strongly related to TDEE estimated using food
intake records. The 10-site skinfold analysis is not recommended for older adults
(Hayward & Stolarczyk , 1996), yet is practical for field use and is widely used in fitness
centers by personal trainers and other health professionals , so it was included in this
study. The skinfold measurements, when used in Cunningham's formula for estimating
RMR and subsequently in estimates of TDEE, resulted in a moderate relationship (I=
.58) between average daily food intake and average daily physical activity for individuals
who accounted for more than 90% of their time . A major limitation of this skinfold
method , in spite of the moderate relationship for this group of subjects, was the fact that it
consistently overestimated each individual's average energy expenditure , when compared
with records of food intake , by about 3 7% . This is in contrast to a similar moderate
relationship (I= .59) between TDEE estimates using an RMR based on the metabolic cart
and records of food intake. The average difference between the two estimates in this pair
was about 21 %, with the food intake estimate higher than the physical activity estimate
for some individuals and lower for others .
This seems to make the use of the metabolic cart more useful than body
composition estimates, to health professionals, when estimating the calorie needs of
individuals. Perhaps the two-compartment model of the body, the model on which SKF ,
BIA, and girth measurements are based, is too simplistic for use with older adults . As
discussed in the literature review, several of the assumptions on which it is based are
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already being questioned. First, the density of fat-free mass being the same (1.10 gl ee) in
all individuals has already been questioned in the literature. Studies have shown that it
varies between individuals and decreases with age. It also seems to vary within each
individual, and can be separated into multiple compartments. Second, the assumption
that the individual being measured differs from the reference body only in the amount of
fat (the fat-free mass is 73.8% water, 19.4% protein, and 6.8% mineral) is also
questioned. Jebb and Elia (1993) reported that studies using advanced technologies have
shown the proportional contributions to FFM are not constant. Heymsfield and Waki
(1991) also reported that the components of FFM do not seem to occur in the same
proportion to each other in all individuals.
Perhaps the anatomic four-compartment model, consisting of adipose tissue mass
(fat mass) , nonskeletal muscle soft tissue, skeletal muscle, and bone, might be a more
representative model of body composition. As reported in the literature review, it is
documented that as humans age, bone mineral decreases, total body water decreases, and
the distribution of the remaining total body water changes (Baumgartner et al., 1991).
Consequently, the multicompartment models described in the literature review might be
more useful when practical, cost-effective methods based on these models are developed
that are appropriate for field use .
As a result of the findings of this study, it is not recommended that health
professionals use a two-compartment method of estimating body composition when
estimating an individual's RMR and subsequently estimating average daily energy
expenditure. As Heymsfield and Waki (1991) suggested, the multicompartment methods
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could be used as criterion methods. This would mean that the equations using the more
practical field techniques , such as SKF and BIA, would have to be modified, using results
from the criterion multicompartment methods (Baumgartner et al., 1991). Obviously, this
would require research beyond the scope of this study.

Measures of Resting Metabolic Rate

The metabolic cart seems to have been the most useful for estimating the RMR of
the participants in this study . The resulting TDEE was moderately related (I= .59) to
TDEE estimated using food intake records for those individuals who accounted for more
than 90% of their time . It is interesting to note that Paffenbarger and his colleagues
( 1993) objected to the use of this method. They stated that although such indirect
methods of calorimetry measure energy expenditure accurately, they are intrusive and
alter the behavior of individuals to a large degree . As previously stated , this would make
sense if the metabolic rate being measured was that rate due to physical activit y where the
subject was participating in some physical activity , like jogging or walking up stairs ,
while breathing into a mouthpiece that was attached to a large machine. This study,
however, involved measuring the resting metabolic rate, not a rate due to any type of
physical activity . Hence, the normal behavior exhibited by individuals at rest was
consistent with and unaltered by breathing into a mouthpiece. In fact, participants
appeared to be relaxed and at ease throughout the test. Only one individual felt
claustrophobic and declined to complete the test.
The researcher found the metabolic cart easy to use in the field. The cart itself is
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about the size of a personal computer, so it is portable, and can be set up without the need
for much more than a clear desktop. It can also reliably estimate RMR for all individuals,
regardless of age, gender, and body composition. It does not require individuals to exert
themselves, which could pose a threat to unfit individuals, and is relatively easy to
administer. Finally, the cost is not prohibitive (about $5,000 for the cart) and the supplies
needed for each test are less than $2.00.
In addition to using the metabolic cart to estimate participants' RMR, regression
equations that predict RMR based on body composition were investigated, since they are
also practical for field use. Even though SKF measurements and Cunningham's equation
resulted in a moderate relationship (r = .58 for participants who reported more than 90%
of their time) between two estimates of TD EE, the average value of the difference in the
two estimates was almost twice what the average difference was for the pair of estimates
that involved the RMR based on the metabolic cart. Unfortunately, although commonly
used, measurements of body composition were not useful in predicting the RMR of
subjects in this study .
Body weight was also used in the computation of the individual's RMR. It is
considered to be, on the average, about 1 kcal per kg of body weight per hour. The
warning given by Ainsworth and her colleagues (Ainsworth, Haskell, et al., 1993) seems
to be justified, based on the findings of this study. They stated that what needs to be
considered, when weight is included in the estimate, is that such estimates of energy
expenditure would more closely reflect body weight than actual energy expenditure to the
degree that RMR was not equal to 1 kcal per kg of body weight. Since the l kcal amount
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was based on young adults with about 20% body fat , individuals with a higher body fat
will have overestimated amounts of energy expenditure when their estimates are derived
from self-reports of physical activity. The results of the estimates of TDEE using
physical activity diaries seem to support this rationale. Participants' TDEE based on
physical activity using the traditional average was consistently about 46% higher than the
TDEE estimated using food intake records. In addition, it was 72% higher , on the
average, than the TDEE derived using the metabolic cart-estimated RMR. The average
TDEE derived using the traditional average-estimated RMR resulted in 3,370 kcal per
day. For the same individuals, the average TDEE derived using the metabolic cartestimated RMR resulted in 1,961 kcal per day.
The metabolic cart estimate of RMR has only a moderate relationship , ranging
from .47 to .59, with other estimates of RMR used in this study. In contrast, the
remaining five methods are all strongly correlated with each other, ranging from .84 to
.98. In addition, the differences among the correlations are statistically significant.
Hence, it does not appear that the value of the estimate of RMR generated by using the
metabolic cart is representative of the estimates produced by the other methods. If, as
Paffenbarger and his colleagues ( 1993) claimed, the metabolic cart measures energy
expenditure accurately, it would lead to questioning whether the methods might be
measuring different constructs .
Voorips and his colleagues (1991) acknowledged that assessing physical activity
is probably more difficult to perform in the elderly than it is in younger adults due to a
large degree on the fact that most older adults' energy expenditure comes from household
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activities that require a minor expenditure of energy . The results of this study provide a
rationale for taking into account an individualized rate, when investigating physical
activity, especially in those individuals whose total energy expenditure is not expected to
be much different from their resting metabolic rate. Table 29 shows how different the
TDEE was compared to the RMR for the participants in this study. Notice that, as a
group, participants' physical activity seemed to be less than twice their RMR, ranging
from 1.68 times to 1.81 times the estimated RMR. For this group, the RMR accounts for
a large part of their TDEE.

Measures of Energy Expenditure

Three studies were cited in the introduction, in which researchers investigated the
relationship between caloric intake and physical activity (Dishman et al., 1992; LaPorte et
al., 1983; Pols et al., 1996). The first reported that caloric intake was not correlated with
readings from an activity monitor, and concluded that daily food records were not useful
for accurately assessing physical activity in epidemiologic studies. The second group of
researchers observed a correlation of -.16 between daily energy expenditure and mean
daily energy intake based on dietary recalls. The third group reported a correlation of .35
between estimates from food intake records and a motion sensor. Had the resting
metabolic rate been estimated for each participant according to the tradition average ,
which is the recommendation of the American College of Sports Medicine, the current
study would have yielded results consistent with the three previously cited. The study
would have resulted in a correlation coefficient of .36 Cr= .41 for those reporting > 90%
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Table 29
Average Differences Between Two Estimates ofTDEE and RMR

Estimate
( calories per day)
Average
Percent of RMR

Source of TDEE
Physical activity
Food intake
(based on the met cart)
1,820
1,961
168%
181%

RMR
(based on the met cart)
1,081

of their time) between estimates from food intake records and diaries of physical activity.
This study involved measuring each participant's resting metabolic rate
individually, in three different ways, and using each estimate in a calculation of TDEE,
resulting in three estimates of TDEE. Food intake records were also used to estimate
each individual ' s TDEE, and the methods were then correlated with each other. The
method involving the metabolic cart, when related to the TDEE estimated from food
intake records, resulted in a correlation coefficient of .51 if all participants were used and
.59 if only those individuals were used who accounted for more than 90% of their time .
This moderate relationship in place of the weak relationships reported by previous studies
seems to be consistent with the explanation for the weak correlations put forth by Jacobs
and his colleagues (1993), who suggested that perhaps the variation in the estimate of
RMR is not taken into account. They suggested that this might help explain the weak
relationship . By comparing the correlation coefficients in Table 28, it looks like the
RMR estimated using the traditional average, which does not take into account the
variation in the estimate of RMR based on anything other than body weight , duplicates
the weak correlation coefficients (r = .35) found in the literature. Estimates made using
the metabolic cart and Cunningham's equation with SKF measurements, however, result
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in a moderate relationship (.58) between two different estimates of TDEE . Nevertheless ,
it is important to keep in mind that the differences among these correlation coefficients
are not statistically significant.
One point to take into account, however , is that we are dealing with individuals ,
and topics of interest to health professionals who are designing and implementing
exercise interventions for individuals , not groups . It would be interesting , then , to look at
the size of the individual differences for these two moderately correlated (I= .58, I= .59,
subjects accounted for > 90% of time) estimates of TDEE. Figure 3 graphically shows
the differences between TDEE estimated using physical activity diaries based on the
metabolic cart , and TDEE estimated using food intake records for each of the 44 subjects.
Figure 4 shows the differences between the second moderately correlated (I= .58,
subjects accounted for > 90% of time) estimates of TDEE , specifically the estimate
created from physical activity diaries based on SKF measurements and Cunningham ' s
equation , and the estimate created from food intake records .
Two interesting things can be seen when comparing Figures 3 and 4. First , the
RMR-based TDEE was greater than the food intake-based TDEE for some particip ants in
Figure 3, but not for others. This is in contrast to the estimates shown in Figure 4, where
the RMR-based TDEE was consistently greater than the food intake-based TDEE for all
participants. This might indicate that the RMR used in the estimate of TDEE consistently
overestimated the real RMR . This RMR used in the estimate resulted from SKF
measurements and Cunningham's equation. The second interesting characteristic of
Figures 3 and 4 is that the size of the difference between the two estimates was much
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smaller when the physical activity was estimated using the RMR based on the metabolic
cart.
Based on Table 27, it is also interesting to notice that for all participants, the
average difference for the metabolic cart-based TDEE is 415 calories per day compared
to an average difference of 1,056 calories per day for the SKF and Cunningham equationbased TDEE. Even though the two estimates of TDEE calculated from physical activity
diaries have a similar moderate correlation (.58 and .59) with TDEE derived from food
intake records, it appears that the RMR based on the metabolic cart results in smaller
differences when it comes to looking at individual differences between the two estimates.
Estimates based on the traditional average are weakly correlated (I= .35 for all
participants, I = .41 for participants accounting for more than 90% of their time) as has
been reported in the literature. Estimates based on body composition, while moderately
correlated, seem to involve larger individual differences than do those based on the
metabolic cart.

Implications

This research was nonexperimental and studied the naturally occurring variables
of body composition, resting metabolic rate, and energy expenditure. It seems that the
two-compartment model of body composition consisting of fat mass and fat-free mass is
not useful when using body composition estimates of older adults to estimate their calorie
needs.
Given that the most accurate way to determine the kilocalorie energy cost of an
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activity is to measure the RMR and multiply it by the MET values listed in the
compendium of physical activities developed by Ainsworth and her colleagues
(Ainsworth, Haskell, et al., 1993), until more accurate methods of estimating the body
composition of older adults are developed, it appears the best way to determine an
individual's energy expenditure is by measuring his resting metabolic rate using the
metabolic cart. With an individualized RMR in hand, the energy baseline for an
individual is known and a sound intervention program of weight control could be
constructed based on diet, exercise, and an effective combination of the two (McArdle et
al., 1996). Individuals can now be given a more realistic picture of how much energy
they use at rest and in activities during a typical day. In addition, with a more accurate
measure ofRMR, intervention programs can be designed that include recommended daily
food intake, and amount and type of physical activity, along with realistic expectations
based on the individual instead of the average.

It is important to keep in mind the limitations of this study when interpreting the
results and considering the possible implications of this study. The limitations will be
discussed next, which will help the reader understand why the results should be
interpreted with caution.

Limitations

One of the assumptions of the test of the significance of the difference between
the correlation coefficients is that of random sampling. As previously described, the
participants were volunteers. Because they were self-selecting, they must not be thought
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of as necessarily representative of the population of all adu lts at least 50 years of age.
Fitness centers and wellness programs were used as recruiting sources, which were
frequented by individuals who exercise regularly and are actively involved in maintaining
their health. While there may be no reason to believe that the sample for this study is
different from other adults at least 50 years of age who exercise regularly , inferring to the
broader population from this sample must be done with great caution.
A second limitation involved the violation of the assumption of independence of
the test for differences among correlation coefficients. The data for all of the correlation
coefficients tested came from the same sample. This resulted in a more conservative test
than would have occurred if a test had been used that had taken into account the
dependence of the samples.

Hence, where no significant differences were observed ,

there might actually be a difference , given a more sensitive test.
A third limitation is the fact that the correlation coefficient is more useful when
looking at groups instead of individuals . When the differences between estimates of
TDEE are looked at as presented in Figures 3 and 4, it appears that the estimated RMR
using a metabolic cart seemed to result in smaller differences between the final two types
of estimates of energy expenditure when looking at the participants as individuals instead
of as a group than did the RMR that used SKF estimates.
A fourth limitation involved the accuracy of the self-reports. Subjects had to
summarize their daily activities for seven 24-hour periods.

The reports varied in detail

among subjects. Similarly, the food intake records varied in specifying exact foods,
brands, and amounts .
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With an awareness of the limitations, the answers to the three research questions
might lead health practitioners and future researchers to question whether traditional
methods of estimating physical activity are worth continued investigation . Perhaps the
metabolic cart, or other methods that do not involve body composition estimates might
lead to more accurate assessments of physical activity .

Recommendations

Future Research
1. Although it appears this study has provided evidence in support of one
explanation of Jacobs and his colleagues (1993), additional explanations ought to be
explored in order to find out what needs to be taken into account when estimating energy
expenditure.
2. A second study investigating the use of a metabolic cart to measure RMR to
use in estimates of TD EE could provide evidence for the validity of the results of this
study; that the RMR which resulted in the smallest differences between two different
measures of energy expenditure was the metabolic cart, which was significantly different
from the other methods of measuring RMR.
3. With further exploration, these previously weak correlations might be further
understood, leading to research advancing in the area of exercise promotion .
4 . This study was extremely labor-intensive.

The data-entry for the food-intake

records alone took close to 750 hours. In the future, a method of coding food intake and
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physical activity that would enable the researcher to scan the data into a computer could

save a lot of time and expense .

Fitness Professionals
1. When making recommendations related to caloric needs of adults who are at
least 50 years of age, it would be wise to measure an individual's resting metabolic rate
using a metabolic cart . Estimating the RMR using the formula based on the traditional
average seems to overestimate the RMR , thus providing caloric recommendations that
might result in weight gain, when weight maintenance or even weight loss is the client's
goal.
2. It does not appear that any of the common , practical methods of estimating
body composition (skin calipers , BIA , or girth measurements) result in estimates of fatfree mass that can be used to estimate RMR. It seems that these methods need to be
adjusted before they will be useful when working with older adults .
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Appendix A
A Summary of Studies Measuring Physical Activity

Study description
Ainsworth et al. (l 993)
Compared Caltrac results
with se lf-reports of physical
activity.

Dishman et al. ( l 992)
Investigated whether
determinants of self-reported
physical activity generalized
to a motion sensor
LaPorte et al. ( 1983)
Examined the
(I) relationships among
three measures of
phy sical activity,
(2) interrelationships among
subsections of the
measures, and
(3) test-retest reliability of
the Paffenbarger survey.
Miller et. al. (1994)
A study comparing activity
levels using the Caltrac and
five se lf-reports.
Subjects in this study were
all under 3 0 years of age.

Pols et al. ( 1996)
Modified the Baecke
questionnaire; used to
investigate the relative
validity of the two selfreports.

Voorips et al. (1991)
Relative validity of a
modified version of the
Baecke questionnaire for use
in measuring physical
activity of the elderly

Measures

Statistic

The self-report of interest
in this study was
designed to classify
people into groups
defined by heavy
activity.
Independent measure l:
Caltrac motion sensor
Independent measure 2: a!week structured daily diary
of all physical activities.
Independent measure I :
Caloric intake record.

Results
None of the variance in the
Caltrac scores was explained
by the questionnaire. The
authors suggested three
pos sible reasons for
observing the Jack of
relationship.
Did not generalize.

Correlation coefficient;
which coefficient used
was not specified.

Independent measure 2:
LSI Activity Monitor
Independent measure 3:
Paffenbarger Survey

Independent measure I:
Caltrac motion sensor
Independent
7-d recall
Independent
Independent
Independent
Independent

measure 2:
measure
measure
measure
measure

3:
4:
5:
6:

Independent measure I:
self-report; a 24-hr recall
of energy intake
Independent measure 2:
3-day diary of pa
Independent measure 3:
Linear body motion as
measured by the Caltrac.
Independent measure I:
self-report, a 24-hr recall
of activity.
Independent measure 2:
pedometer score.

Caloric intake not
correlated with LSI
monitor or the
Paffenbarger survey
(actual val ue of r not
reported ).
Independent measures 2
and 3 weakl y correlated
0:= .23)

Spearman rank-order
correlation coefficient to
determine whether
subjects were placed in the
same order using selfreport s and the more
objective Caltrac measure .

Subjects were ranked the
same for both types of
measures, but the degree
of relationship between
the resulting values was
not investigated
Standard tabled MET
values were used, which
assumed the traditional
average RMR .
Pearson's correlation
Used the average
coefficient; derived the
measure of RMR to
correlation of the energy
compute EE from the
self-reports .
intake recall to the four other
measures .

Spearman 's correlation
coefficient; determined
whether the modified
questionnaire placed subjects
in the same order as the two
independent measures used
to validate it.

Independent measure I:
.78 with the
modified questionnaire

r=

Independent measure 2:
.72 with the
modified questionnaire

r=
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Appendix B
Estimates of Body Composition

Girth Measurements (Heyward & Stolarczyk, 1996)
Body sites:

Girth measurements will be made using three values.
I. The abdominal circumference anteriorly midway between the xyphoid process of the
stern um and the umbilicus and laterally between the lower end of the rib cage and iliac
crests.
2. The abdominal circumference at the umbilicus level.
3. Body weight (kg)

Protocol:

I. The investigator will hold the zero end of the tape in her left hand, positioning it
below the measurement end of the tape, which will be held in her left hand.
2. Tension will be applied to the tape so that it fits snugly around the body part being
measured, but no so tightly that the skin indents or the subcutaneous tissue is
compressed.
3. When a circumference like the waist or hip is being measured , the tape will be
aligned parallel to the floor, as specified by Heyward and Stolarczyk ( 1996) .

Convers ion:

Women

20-60 yrs old
(obese)
15-79 yrs old

Men

24-68 yrs old
(obese)

% BF=

Key :

AB C =
AB I (cm) =

AB2 (cm)=
HT=
BW =

%BF= 0.11077 (ABC) - 0. 17666 (HT)+ 0.14354 (B W) +
51.0330 I
Db (glee)= l.168297-[0.002824*AB C] +
[0.0000122098*(AB C) 2] - [0.000733128*hip C] +
[0.000510477*HT]-[0.000216161*age]
[(5.0I /Db)-4.57] * 100
%BF= 0.31457 (ABC) - 0.10969 (BW) + I 0.8336

average abdominal circumference=

((AB J + AB2) / 2)

abdominal circumference anteriorly midway between the xyphoid process of the
sternum and the umbilicus and laterally between the lower end of the rib cage
and iliac crests.
abdominal circumference at the umbilicu s level.
height (cm)
body weight (kg)

hip C =

hip circumference (cm)

obese=

women

> 33% BF

men

>

(table continues.)
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Skinfold Measurements (American College of Sports Medicine, 1995)
Body Sites:

Ten Sites

Men and Women:

I. chest

Diagonal
fold;

men
women

2. cheek
3. triceps

one-half the distance between the anterior
axillary line and the nipple
one third of the distance between the
anterior axillary line and the nipple

Diagonal fold.
Vertical fold; on the posterior midline of the upper arm , halfway
between the acromion and olecranon processes , with the arm held
freely to the side of the body.

Ten Sites

Men and Women:

4. subscapular

Diagonal
fold (45~); 1-2 cm below the inferior angle of the scapula.
Vertical fold; 2 cm to the right side of the umbilicus.

5. abdomen
6.

iliac

Diagonal fold; in line with the natural angle of the iliac crest taken in
the anterior axillary line immediately superior to the iliac crest.

7. chin

8. side
9. knee
10. calf
Protocol:

I. All SKF measurements will be taken on the right side of the body .
2. The SKF site will be carefully identified, measured, and marked with a surgical
marking pen.
3. The researcher will firmly grasp the SKF between the thumb and index finger of her
left hand . The fold will be lifted I cm above the site to be measured.
4. The fold will be lifted by placing the thumb and index finger 8 cm apart on a line
that is perpendicular to the long axis of the skin fold . The long axis is parallel to the
natural cleavage lines of the skin . For subjects will large skin folds, the thumb and
finger will be separated more than 8 cm in order to lift and fold.
5. The fold will be kept elevated while the measurement is taken.
6. Lange calipers will be used to measure the skinfold. The jaws of the calipers will be
placed perpendicular to the fold, about I cm below the researcher's thumb and
index finger. The jaw pressure will be released slowly .
7 . The SKF measurement will be taken 4 seconds after the pressure is released.
8. The jaws of the caliper will be opened to remove it from the site, and slowly closed
to prevent damage or loss of calibration (Heyward and Stolarczyk, 1996).
(table continues.)
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Bioimpedance Analysis (Heyward and Stolarczyk, 1996)
Body Sites:

Measures will be taken on the right side of the body with electrodes placed at four
locations:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Protocol:

The
The
The
The

dorsal surface of the wrist at the head of the ulna .
dorsal surface of the ankle halfway between the medial and lateral malleoli.
base of the second or third metacarpal-phalangeal joints of the hand .
base of the second or third metatarsal-phalangeal joints of the foot.

Four small electrodes are placed on the hand and foot of subjects , while they lie on their
backs. A small electric current (500-800 microamps) travels throu gh their arm , torso ,
and leg, and exists at their foot. The amount of current to much too small to feel and is
perfectly safe , even for older adults. In fact , BIA is a recommended method to use with
this population (He yward and Stolarc zyk, l 996) .
l . Subjects will be instructed to comply with the following :
a. Do not eat or drink within 4 hours of the test.
b. Do not exercise within 12 hours of the test.
c. Urinate within 30 minutes of the test.
d. Do not consume alcohol within 48 hours of the test.
e. Do not take any diuretic medications within 7 days of the test.
2 . Premenopausal female subjects who perceive they are retaining water during that
stage of their menstrual cycle will be tested after the termination of that stage .
3. Measures will be taken on the right side of the body with the subject lying down on
a nonconductive surface in a room with a normal ambient temperature of 68-72 "" F.
4. Subject 's skin at the electrode sites will be cleaned with an alcohol pad .
5. The sensor (proximal) electrodes will be placed on (a) the dorsal surface of the wrist
so that the upper border of the electrode bisects the head of the ulna, and (b) the
dorsal surface of the ankle so that the upper border of the electrode bisects the
medial and lateral malleoli. A measuring tape and a surgical marking pen will be
used to mark these points prior to electrode placement.
6 . The source ( distal) electrodes will be placed at the base of the second or third
metacarpal-phalangeal joints of the hand and foot. There will be at least 5 cm
between the proximal and distal electrodes .
7. Lead wires will be attached to the appropriate electrodes. The red leads will be
attached to the wrist and ankle , and the black leads will be attached to the hand and
foot.

8. The subject ' s legs and arms will be abducted approximately 45"" to each other.
There will be no contact between the thighs and between the arms and the trunk .
(table continues.)
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Conversion:

The coefficients used in RJL System's conversion formula are proprietary, but
the generic formula is below:
FFM = X 1 * (Ht2/R) + (X2 * Weight) + X3
This is much like Lohman's ( 1992) formula for estimating the FFM of females using

BIA:
FFMremales
(kg)= 0.474 * (Ht2R) + (O.l 80*BodyWtlnKg) + 7.3
Curiously, Lohman's formula for males has a more complex format than does the RJL
formula. Lohman's formula takes into account the reactance, as shown below:
FFMmales
= 0.600 * (Ht2/R) + (0.186*BodyWtlnKg) + (0.226*Reactanceln0hms) - 10.9
The formula developed by RJL was based on 650 subjects, both male and female, of
various races, the majority of whom were Caucasian . Subjects' ages ranged from 15 to
74 years of age with the majority being between 20 and 40. Three universities
participated in the development of the formula: (!) the University of Massachusetts ,
where Frank Katch acted as the primary researcher ; (2) the University of Chicago; and
(3) the University of California at San Diego, where Dr. Glassford was the primary
researcher.
Women

50-70 yrs old
65-94 yrs old

Men

50-70 yrs old
65-94 yrs old

Key:

R=
Xe=

resistance(ohms)
reactance(ohms)

FFM (kg)=
FFM (kg)=
1.732
FFM (kg)=
10.9
FFM (kg)=
+ 2.768

0.474*(HT 2/R) + O.I 80*(BW) + 7.3
0.28*(HT 2/R) + 0.27*(BW) + 0.31 *(thigh C) 0.600*(HT 2/R) + O.I 86*(BW) + 0.226 (Xe) 0.28*(HT 2/R) + 0.27*(8W) + 0.31 *(thigh C)

BW =
thighC =

body weight(kg)
thigh circumference(cm)
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Appendix C
Participant Orientation Session Outline

•

Approximate time: 60 minutes

•

Purpose of the study

•

What will be required of subjects should you choose to participate, including the
approximate time commitment.

•

For those who choose to continue ,
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Sign the Informed Consent form
Begin completing the Harvard Alumni Health Questionnaire
How to complete the food intake forms
How to use the food scales
Practice with measuring sample foods
How to complete the physical activity diaries,
How to use the Compendium of Physical Activities
Practice with using the compendium (include highlighting common activities)

•

Schedule appointments the metabolic rate measurement and the body composition
estimates.

•

Explain the protocol for each method

•

Answer questions

Note: Whenever possible, schedule appointments for the days immediately following the
completion of the 7-day forms. This will give the researcher time to review the
forms with the subject and to ask questions to clarify unclear responses.

If the appointment must be scheduled during the 7-day period, direct participants
to return the completed forms and the scales to the location at which they were
measured .
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Sample Participant Packet

Informed Consent Form

The Effect of the Estimate ofR.cstinaMetabolic R.ato
on the CorrelationbetweenEnergyBxpend1tureas
~ted
usingSelf-Reportsof PhysioalALlcivityand
FoodInt'lk:eRecordsin OlderAdults

INFORMEDCONSENT
(Participants)

It is an ethicalprinciplethat the human cubjcctsof a researchprotocolbe lnfonncd of the
purposeand benefitsof the project, the rcsearcl1
methodsto be wed, the potentialrub or
hazards
of participation,e.ndthe right to askfor furtherinformationat anytimeduringthe
research~W"CS.
Your choice to participate is a V<>luntary
one. You are free to
withdrawfrom the researchproject at anytimeJritbout conse,guenee..Yoursignatur&at
theend of this~
£onn.will Indicatethatthe researcherand his associate(,)have
answcccdall YoUfquestionsand thatyou vohmtarllyconsentto participateIn this

in~n.
PROmcI' n'ILE: The Effect of the Erdm.ate of Resting MetabolicRate 011 the
ComWioa between Eaetg)' E:q,eadtture u Estimated using Self-Reportsof'
Physieal Actfvity and Food Intake Record, In Older Adalts.
PURPOSE OF nm PROJECI': To investigatethe weak relationshipbetween
energy
expca.ditute
aa estimatedby calorie iotab and ae.lf-reportsof physicalaotimy. The
ccpJanaioo.beinginvestJgatcdis thet the variationin the estimateof restingmetabolicrate
is not c:ammtlytam intoaccount.

PROC&DURJrSOF THE PROJECT:
1. the ptUpOtC of theproject wm
beexplained
to you. The purpose
ofthlsproJectu
to
inffCtigatctheweakrelationshipbetw=1 energyexpeadi1ureas estimatedby calorie
1otaband sdf-RPOrtaof physical aetivity. The expwiationbd:lg Investigated
is that
thow.riat1onln the estbnateof resting met&bolicrateis not currentlytakenInto
aooount.

2. Ask:you to completethe HarvardAlumniH.calthQuestionnaire.Thiswi111CCCCn
each
of youand txcludethose of you who maybetaking medicationthat mightbe atreoting
your metabollorate.
3. Poe thoseof you who qualifyas per the HealthQuestionnaire,
a. Your rcstmgmetabolicrate wWbemeasured
usins
a metaboliocart, wbiclt
rcquka you to bre4thinto a mouthpiecewhilerestingcomfurtably.Youwff1.
alto beweigbcdot1 1. beamccalc. Thi, wU1
takea total of approximately
30
rnlmrta.
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Utah
State
UNIVERSITY

The Effect of the Estimate ofR.estingMetabolicRate

· on tho CorrelationbetweenEnergyExpenditure
as
Eatim8tedwing Self-Rc.,ports
of PhysicalActivityand
Food Intake Rooordsin Olde.rAdults

DEPARTMENT
OF PSYCHOlOGY
LoQa'I.U!dl 84322-21310
leephorw: (001)797-\A60
FAX:{'001) 797-1448

b. Your body compositionwill bo measuredusingbioirnpodanoo
analysis,
which
involvesyour lying down comfortablywhile four smallelectrodesarc pla.ccdon
your right hand (two electrodes)and foot (two electrodes). A smalleleotrlc
rurrcnt, 500-800micromnps,willtravd throughyour amt, torso, andleg,
exi·:tingat your foot. This current is muchtoo smallto feel.andis pecfeody
safe. In fact, thiamethodis a rcoommcndod
methodto use with adultaSSyears
old and older.
o. Your body compositionwill be measuredusinggirth measurements,which
involvesrnaddnstwo locations on YOW'abdomeiiwith a surgicalmark« and
measuringyour clrcumferenoe
witha tape measure.
d. Your body compositionwill be measured
using ddncalipers,whichinvolvts
sevenlocationson your body with a aargical
gentlypulling
your skin awayfrom your imlsde_andmeasuring
the lkfnfold withcalipers.

mamns

nwxer,

ThisIs a p~ess and caf'eprocedure.
e. You will be given a daily activityfoan to completef.or,even da.ys.Thisform
will be explained
to you, andyou will hAvea number
to call24 hoursa daywith
quesdoosrcgardinsits completion.
f. Youwill be givena daily rood intakeform to completefur sevenday&.this
Connwill alsobo explainedto you. and you will have a numberto call24 hours
a dcywith qaostionsregring its completion.
·
DISCOMFORT ANDIORRISKS: ThereIs no discomfortor riskto you tf1't should
occurdue to your partidpation ln this study.
I

EXCLUSIONS: h a tt;SU1tof your rcaponscs
to theHarvardAh.unni
Health
Quest1omwrethatia descdbedabove,someof you maynot pmiaplte in the atndyIf you .
are diabeticor are takingmedicationthat mJ81rt
affectyour restingam.bollc rate.

REIM'.BURSEMENTFOR MEDICAL TREATMENT: It ii not the policyofUtsh
State Utlivenlity,its agentsor lts employeesto compensatefoeor providefreemedlcal
care for human cubjoc:tsin the event that'any injuty resultsfrom particlpationIn a human
researchproject. 111
th¢ unlikdy event that you become
m or Jnjurcdas , resultof
participatingIn this study,you undemand thatany mediealcareyou receivewillnot be
free of changeevenif the htjuryis e.direct result of yourparticipation.
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ltahltate
UNIVERSITY

The Effect of the EstimateofR.emngMetabolicRate
on the CorrelationbetweenEnergyExpenditureas
Estimatedusing Self-Reportsof PhysicalActivityand
Food Intake Records in OldecAdults

DEPARTMENT
Of PSYOiOLOGY
LoQcnUldl6"4322·28lO

felej:)hoM:(80t) 79M4ro
MX: (801) 797•1448

CONFIDENTIALITY: Informationrc1Atcd
to you will be treated1nstrictconfidenceto
the extentprovidedby law. Your identitywill be codedand willnot be associatedwith
any publWledresults. Your oode numberand identitywill bekept in a lockedfileof the
Prlnclpal Investigator.

NEW FINDINGS: You will be told of ao.ysignificantnew findings developedduringthe
couracof this ctudy.
0111ER INFORMATIONi If you haveadditionalquestionsaboutthis studyor your
righu, or lf any problemsarise,you may contact1udyHurd [801-481·9466 (office);801-

797-14lS (USU office);801-277-:2:101
(home)]or Dr. KevinMasten[801-797-1463
(office)]. Your.participationin tha study, whilegreatly apprcolatcd.
is striotlyvoluntary
and you may disoontmueyour participation at anytimewithoutconsequencesandwithout
decting ~ ~CCC thatyou would otherwiserccdvc.
I have read aad understand this Collffl1t Form and I am.willing to participate la the
study.

ifi:s:Yib.
.

Pp,J~
'.I

· Name of Partidpant

Date

_7J../.-/:J5'==-1-Zq.:...,i7..__

r I
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Benefits to You
TI1CfCarc valuable seoondary benefits to volunteers . A report will be made for each participant,
based on the results of the (a) scvcn-<iay rtXX>rd
of physical activity, (b) food intake rcoords, and (c)

resting metabolic rate . Topics in the report include :
• Calories usod at rest

+ Caloricsusod in typical daily activities

• Comparisoaof general daily food intake with typical daily ad:ivities
+ ltcmiz,od list of typical daily activitiesaod the numb« of calories usod in the participatiooof

each

• Estimated body fat pcn:cntage
+ Description of how a change in body cocnpositionwould affectthe restingmetabolic rate and
the totaJdaily energy c:,,cpcaditurc

A final report prc:scntingthe subjcc('s results will be muled to each subject upoa complcaooof
~
. The study is projectedto be oompk:tcclby NOYCmba-,
l m.
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Your Sch~dule
Tasks

Da:r
l

a. Read and sign the [nfonncd Consent form and complete the

Time
90 min.

Location
Sports Mall

15 min.
15 min.
20min.
15 min.
15 min.

home

Harvard Alumni Health questionnaire.
b. lnstructions oo oompletiog (l) physical activity rooord and (2)
food intake rooord .

c. lnstructions on RMR measurementprotoool
d. Set appointments for the fullowingmeasumncnts: (l) resting
metabolic rate, (2) skinfotds,(3) girths, and (4) bioimpc,danoe
analysis.

2
3

4

a.. Completionof dat1yfood intake ~
b. C,omplctiooof daily physical activity ~
a.. Measurcmeatof body oompositioausing dcinfoldsand giI1hs.
andbioimpcdanoeanalysis.
b. Cocnpletioa.of daily food intake ~
c. Cocnpletioa.of daily physicalactivity ~
d. Tum in first da.X:si,~cal activity and food intake rcoords.
a.. Mcasun:the individual·, resting mea.bolic rat.e.
b. Completionof daily food intake~
c. Complctiooof daily physical activity~
d. Tum in scooadday's physicalactivity andfood intake

30 min.
15 min.
15 min.

Sports Mall

15 min.

home

~-

5
6

7
g

9

a.. Complctiooof daily food intakc~
b. Completion of daily physical activity~
a.. Cocnplctiooof daily foodintake~
b. C,ompletioo.
of daily Jjhysical activity~
.. Completioo.of daily food intake~
b. C,ompletionof daily l!hysica( activity ~
.. Cocnpletioo.
of daily food intake~
b. CootJ>lc6on
of daily physicalactivity~
a.. Tum in da.t1yphysical activity and food intake rooordsfor
previousfour days.
b. Make arrangementsfor final n:port.
EstimatedTotal T'ane

Sports Mall

15 min.
15 min.
lSmin.
lSmin.
15 min.
15min.
15 min.
10 min.

6hours

home
home
home
Sports Mall
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Food Intake Record
(Seven forms were included in the packet. )

Energy Expenditure Study
7-Day Record of Food Intake
Subject Number :

Date :

rj!-t
/ <Jl-

It is important for you to ~rd,
as accumdy as possible, your daily food iatake. This will ..,
enable us to oompace your caloric i.ntake with your activity ~cl to give you a dear picture
aboutbow much energyyour body uses.
and the number of calories you can expect to use
while participatingin eadt of your typical daily activities .
Please use the attached list to help you ~ed. aftcc eating each mealor mack. the desaiption
of each food item you ate, and the quantity you ate. Remember that you will report quantities
offoods in ounces.
Note : Be sun: to include the quantity ofwatcc you drink each day.

IZ..a;:;
Z.T,

¥~<!.
,2, Qi';;,

lT·

IT,
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Physical Activity Diary
(Four forms were included in the packet.)

7-Day Diary of Physical Activity

S::~

Participant Number (SS No.):

It is importantfor you to record, as aocurately as possible, your daily activities. This will enable~ to oompareyour caloric intake with your activity leYCIto giYeyou a clear picture about howmuch
coergyyour body uses.,and the number of calories you can cxpec:tto use while participating in each
of your typical daily activities.

_]>Seasen,oord, apoc cxxnplcaonof each activity in the atw:hod table, the activity type, your reason
-for participatingin it, the int.cusityleYCI,
and the amomit of timeyou spcm..
lfyoa have any questioos,please do not hesitateto call Iudy or Wanda at 277-2101 or 277-7847.
We will answecyour questionsat any time. The aocuracy of your iq,orting is c:sscntialto the
accaracyof your individual
n:sults.
.

Thankyou for your participation.

I
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LeYel
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DAY OF WEEK:
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Compendium of Physical Activities
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Appendix D
Sample Participant Report

Energy Expenditure Study Report
For:
Prepared by: Judy Hurd

• You recorded all of your physical activities and the food you ate
from September21, 1997through September27, 1997.
• As you know, this wasfor my dissertation for my Ph.D. at Utah
State University.
• What a task for both of us! Thanks for all your work.
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• For what percent of the week did you report
your time?
• How many calories did I estimate you
burned during the week compared to the
food you ate?
• If I maintain my current habits (and my
recordswere accurate), will I gain weight,
lose weight, or will my weight remain the
same?

The followinggraph will answer thesequestions. Read on...
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Dally Calorie Comparison
Physical Activities vs. Food Eaten

1,'6>

1,"415
1,CX>

1,250

1,2Xl

+-----

• You reported eating 27 calories less each day than you were estimated
as needing for your dally actMties.
• You accounted for 100%of your time.
• ff your physical activfty and food Intakerecords \Wre accurate,you
ought to maintain yourcurrent \Wight given you maintainyourcurrent
eating and actMty habits.
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• What are your weekly activities?
• What percent of your time is spent in each?

• What percent of your calories are burned
during each?

Let's compare the two ... readon. ..
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Percent of Time Spent In Each Activity vs. Estimated Percent
of Total Calories Burned During Each Actlvithy
Percent of Weekly Time
Spent In Each Reported Activity
Notice that 14% of your time
was spent standing, packing
and unpacking boxes._
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Exactly how many hours did you spend in each activity?
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Exactly how many calories did you bum during each activity?

•
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• What were your body compositionestimates?
• What are some recommendationsI have for you
regarding the calories you burn and your physical
activities?
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BODY COMPOSTION ESTIMATES
I estimated your body composition using three different methods. Experts in the field
indicate that there are advantages and disadvantages with each. The various estimates for you
are shown below with the disadvantage explained to help you interpret your results.
Estimated
Body Fat %

Method
Skinfold measurements at
10 body sites
Bioimpedanceanalysis

8%

31%

Disadvantage
(when used with adults 50 and older)
Fat and water are stored in the body differeutly as we age,
whicli makes the accuracy of this method questionable.
This method is basedoo the amount of water in your body
and seemsto genetally overestimatethe body fut
perceatage.
This providesa avde estimate
of bodycomposition
.

21%

A body composition of about 25% body f.atis consideccd to be desirable for women.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Your weight of I 05 pounds for your heightof 5 feet. 2 inchesis considecedto be a
healthy weight. If you are interested in ina-casing the calories you burn,the table below shows
which typical activities you might change and how many more calories you would burn each
week as a resultof the change.
Carreat Activity

Hnper
Week

New Activitf

CmTeat

Calories Bm'lled
&5
Bi~

Bicycling,staticlwy ,

o.so

R.cclinmgtaBdng «
ta.lldngoa phone
R.ec:fine,
Jading
Bad1in&
(sitting)
Walking2.0 mpb. lcYel,
slowpace,firm sudace.
llliiag in a car
Totals

0.15

23

2.15
3.00
125

85

Sitma&,readiag

186

ShOftria&

100w,light effort

1.15

560

240
lJ79

moderate effort

Sittiag,~

Wallda:, 2.5
D~acar

Iacrcase la Total
Weekly Calories
93

3S
111
372
672

"80
12763

As you cansee by the table, if you change your activitiesslightly, you will burn 1,763
instead of 1,179 during theseactivities. This is an additional584calories per week. If WC
assume that 3500 calories• 1 poundofweight. yoa would slowly loseweight at (he rate of 1
pound ev«y 6 weeks. For example,

• if you shower (standing up) instead on bathing (sitting down), you will burn about 186 more
calories per week;
• if you walk at 2.S mph instead of2 .0 mph, you will burn 112 more calorics per week; and
• if you drive thecar instead of riding in it, you will burn 240 more calories per week.
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• What were the overall results of the study?

• How did you compare with the other participants?
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BODY COMPOSmON

RESULTS OF THE STUDY

•

Estimating body composition using skinfold measurements, bioimpedance analysis, or girth
measurements does not seem do be useful when estimating the number of calories your body
bums.

•

The view of the body as consisting of only two compartments, rat-mass and fat-free mass,
seems to be an ovenimplifia.tioa of the bodies of adults 50 and over who participated in this
study.

•

A more realistic view of the human body is one that consists of more oompartments, such as
boae, fat tissae, skeletal muscle, and blood. This might yield a more accarate picture of the
human body. Measurcmcots taken that can be used to estimate body oomposition using this
model might yield more useful results.

METABOUC RATE
•

Ifyou want to know the number of a.lories your body needs, the metabolic cart is the most
accurate method.

•

The only method used in this study that yielded ccsu1ts ofthe m.unber of calorics your body bums
during the day that wccc close to the calorics you reported eating was based on your metabolic
rate using the metabolic cart. No other estimates, aot even those based oa ddnfold
meaurem.eats, resalted la a value that was evea dose to the calorics you reporttd ea(iag.

PHYSICAL ACl'IVITY D� VS. FOOD INTAKE RECORDS
•

Ifyou want to have your metabolic measured using a metabolic cart, and then log your physical
activities for seven days. you will probably be abk to dctamlae the number of calories yoar
body bClras per day to withht aboat 20%.

•

Knowiag Che aambc!r of calorics YOUR body bCll"llS daily could be extremely useful if you
want to lose weight or gain weight. Withoat dwlgiag yoar eatia.g. you could
•

dctenninc which activities. woo1d bum what number of calorics and you co'11d slightly
change yoar lif'at)'le to blcorporate the more calorie-buralag activities. like
1boweriag lastead or bathiag. or littiag ap while watddag tclevisfoa instead of
reclining Simple lif'estyle dwlgcs might yield dramatk results over time; or

•

to gain wdgbt. you would know just how many calories you would need to cat to gain
weight ovec time.
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•

HOW YOU COMPARE WITH omER PARTICIPANTS

The table below shows the characteristic of others compared with yours .
Genml Oi.arncteristics ofSubjects C-Onmared with YM Otara�ristics
All wbjects (N=44)
Females (N=21)
Males (N=23)

Cliaracteristic
Age (yrs)
Height(m)
Weight Qb�
Age
Height
Weight

Average

Minimum

67
l,Z
65
66
154
63
69
187

58
105
51
63
105

64

Age

Height
Weight

so

so

58
153

Yoars

Maximum
83
75
233
83
73
210
79
75
233

63
68
177

• This table shows the avenge body composition measurements as estimated by the three methods
compaccd with your results. Remcmbcr the limitations of each I dcscnl>ed earlier in this report
A:vmge BodyComoositiQ!l Estimates1114 YQYI Emmates
Subjeds
All subjects (N=«)
Femaks (N-21)
Males (N-23)

SKF

BIA
SKF
BIA
Oinh
SKF
BIA

Mean
25%
36%
25%
39.%
<40%
26%
33%

Minimum
8%
19%1
8%
31%

27%
12%
19%

Maximum
.(3%
.(8%
.(3%

Youn

.(34,{t

53%
35%
.(2%

1'1'°"
19%

• You acoountcd for 99% of :roar time. The avenge is displayed below.
Tow TimeAoooantedForin DiariesofPhysi<:al Activity
100%
Betwoeci 90% and 100%
90%orJess
•

Number of Subjects (N=«)
20
19
5

The final table shows the avuagc calorics females and males burned compared to the number
you bumcd as estimated using each method.
F.stimatedAm:asec.&lories Burned and Your c.alories Burned
Avg Cals Mtt Cart
Ayg Cats Food Jatake

Females (N=21)
1,728
1,597

Males (N=23)
2,17S
2,023

Youn

'

.

• Thank you SO MUCH for being part of this exciting
study!
• If you have any questions or would like to talk with me
further, I can be reached at the following location:
Judy Hurd
DepartnientofTeacherEducation
Southern Utah University
Cedar City, UT 84070
435-865-8271
hurd@sun.edn
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Appendix E
Statistical Tests

Testing Differences Among Three Correlation Coefficients of
Body Composition Measurement (FFM)
w·
n·
Method of Estimating
J
J
Z·I
w * z2
w· * Zj
Body Comp (FFM)
(j = no. grps)
(nj-3)
r
I
SKF,BIA (males)
23
20
.57
0.65
12.95
8.39
SKF,BIA (females)
21
18
.64
0.76
13.65
10.35
SKF,BIA (both)
44
.47
0.51
41
20 .91
l 0.67
79
sums
47 .51
29.40
Wdot=
df= 2
Zbarw = sumOtweightedZj/wdot
= 0.6014
average r =.67
Chi Sqrd = sumOfwZ2-(wdot*Zbar2w) = 0.8269
<5.99; a. =.05
Note. There is not a statistically significant difference among the r ' s with a. =.05.

Testing Differences Among 15 Correlation Coefficients of
Resting Metabolic Rate Measurement (RMR)
n·
w·
Method of Estimating
J
J
z I·
w·I * Zj
(j = no. grps) (=nj-3)
RMR
r
0.5101
20.91288
MET-C,Trad
44
41
.47
44
.59
0.6777
27.78431
MET-C ,CN-SKF
41
44
41
.54
0.6042
24.77038
MET-C,CN -B1A
44
.51
0.5627
23.07192
MET-C ,F&R-SKF
41
44
41
.47
0.5101
20.91288
MET-C,F&R-BIA
44
41
.84
1.2212
50.06811
TRAD ,CN-SKF
.87
l .3331
54.65626
TRAD ,CN-BIA
44
41
44
.92
65.1501
TRAD,F&R-SKF
41
1.5890
44
41
.93
1.6584
67.99399
TRAD ,F&R-BIA
1.5275
62.6285
CN-SKF ,CN-BIA
44
41
.91
44
41
.91
1.5275
62.6285
CN-SKF,F&R-SKF
1.4219
CN-SKF,F&R-BIA
44
41
.89
58.29896
.91
1.5275
62.6285
CN-BIA ,F&R-SKF
44
41
44
41
.95
1.8318
75.10301
CN-BIA ,F&R-BIA
94 .19996
44
41
.98
2.2976
F&R-SKF,F&R-BIA
770.8083
sums
615
Wdot-=

w * z2
10.667
18.8285
14.9652
12.9833
10.667
61.1419
72.8612
103 .525
112.761
95 .6666
95.6666
82.8968
95 .6666
137.572
216.43
1142.3

df= 14
Zbarw = sumOfWeightedZj/wdot = 1.2533
average r = 0.85
>23.68 ; a.= .05
Chi Sqrd = sumOfwZ2-(wdot*Zbar2w) = 176.21
Note . There is a statistically significant difference among the r's with a. =.05 .
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Testing Differences Among Five Correlation Coefficients between Metabolic
Estimated RMR and Five Other RMR Estimation Methods ·
n·
RMR Estimation
Wj
J
z·
Methods
w· * Zj
U= no. grps) (=nj-3)
r
I
I
MET-C,Trad
44
41
.47
0.5101
20.91288
MET-C,CN-SKF
44
41
.59
0.6777
27.78431
MET-C,CN-BIA
44
41
.54
0.6042
24.77038
MET-C,F&R-SKF
44
41
.51
0.5627
23.07192
MET-C,F&R-BIA
44
41
.47
0.5101
20.91288
205
sums
117.4524
Wdot=
df= 4
Zbarw = sumOtweightedZj/wdot = 0.5729
Chi Sqrd = sum0fwZ2-(wdot*Zbar2w) = 0.818

Cart-

w * z2
10.667
18.8285
14.9652
12.9833
10.667
68.111

average r = 0.52
<9.49 ; a= .05

Note. There is not a statistically significant difference among the r's with a =.05.

Testing Differences Among 10 Correlation Coefficients
Methods other than the Metabolic
n·
RMR Estimation
Wj
J
Methods
U= no. grps) (= nj-3)
r
.84
44
TRAD,CN-SKF
41
TRAD,CN-BIA
44
.87
41
TRAD,F&R-SKF
44
41
.92
TRAD,F&R-BIA
44
41
.93
CN-SKF,CN-BIA
44
.91
41
CN-SKF,F&R-SKF
44
41
.91
CN-SKF,F&R-BIA
44
41
.89
CN-BIA,F&R-SKF
44
41
.91
CN-BIA,F &R-BIA
44
41
.95
F&R-SKF,F&R-BIA
44
41
.98
sums
410
Wdot=

between RMR Estimation
Cart
z·
I
1.2212
1.333 1
1.5890
1.6584
1.5275
1.5275
1.4219
1.5275
1.83 18
2.2976

w·I * Zj
50.06811
54.65626
65.1501
67.99399
62.6285
62.6285
58.29896
62.6285
75.10301
94.19996
653.3559

w * z2
61.1419
72.8612
103.525
112.761
95 .6666
95.6666
82.8968
95.6666
137.572
216.43
1074.19

df= 9
Zbarw = sumOtweightedZj/wdot = 1.5936
average r = .92
>16.92
Chi Sqrd = sumOfwZ2-(wdot*Zbar2w) = 33.032
Note. There is a statistically significant difference among the r 's with a =.05.
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Testing Differences Among 9 Correlation Coefficients between RMR Estimation
Methods other than the Metabolic Cart and r F&R . F&R
RMR Estimation
nj
Wj
w )· * ZJ.
Methods
U= no. grps) (= nj-3)
z·I
w * z2
TRAD,CN-SKF
44
41
.84
1.2212
50.06811 61.1419
TRAD ,CN-BIA
44
41
.87
1.3331
54.65626 72.8612
.92
TRAD,F&R-SKF
44
41
1.5890
65.15010 103.5250
.93
TRAD,F&R-BIA
44
41
1.6584
67.99399 112.7610
.91
CN-SKF,CN -BIA
44
41
1.5275
62.62850 95 .6666
.91
CN-SKF ,F&R-SKF
44
41
1.5275
62.62850 95.6666
.89
CN-SKF ,F&R-BIA
44
41
1.4219
58.29896 82.8968
.91
CN-BIA ,F&R-SKF
44
41
1.5275
62.62850 95.6666
.95
CN-BIA ,F&R-BIA
44
41
1.8318
75.10301 137.5720
sums
369
559.156 857.7600
Wdot=
df= 8
Zbarw = sumOfWeightedZj/wdot = l .5153
average!:= .90
Chi Sqrd = sum0fwZ2-(wdot*Zbar2w) = 10.453
<15.51; a = .05
Note . There is a statistically significant difference among the ['s with a =.05.

Testing Differences Among 14 Correlation Coefficients between RMR Estim ation
Methods other than !: F&R . F&R
n·
Method of Estimating
W'J
J
w *z2
z·I
W'I * Zj
RMR
U= no. grps) (= nj-3)
!:
41
.47
0.5101
20.912884 10.667
MET -C,Trad
44
0.6777
.59
27.784309 18.8285
MET-C ,CN-SKF
44
41
.54
0.6042
24.77038 14.9652
MET-C,CN-BIA
44
41
MET -C,F&R-SKF
44
41
.51
0.5627
23.071921 12.9833
.47
0.5101
20.912884 10.667
MET-C ,F&R-BIA
44
41
TRAD ,CN-SKF
44
41
.84
1.2212
50.068114 61.1419
TRAD ,CN-BIA
41
.87
1.3331
54.656265 72.8612
44
TRAD,F&R-SKF
44
41
.92
1.589
65.150104 103.525
1.6584
TRAD,F&R-BIA
44
41
.93
67.993991 112.761
CN-SKF ,CN-BIA
41
1.5275
62.628501 95.6666
44
.91
41
1.5275
62.628501 95 .6666
CN-SKF ,F&R-SKF
44
.91
CN-SKF ,F&R-BIA
41
.89
1.4219
58.298961 82.8968
44
1.5275
CN-BIA ,F&R-SKF
44
41
.91
62.628501 95 .6666
41
1.83 18
75.103014 137.572
CN-BIA ,F&R-BIA
44
.95
574
sums
676.60833
925.869
Wdot=
df= 13
average!:= 0.85
sumOfWeightedZj/wdot = 1.1788
Zbarw =
>22.36; a= .05
Chi Sqrd = sum0fwZ2-(wdot*Zbar2w) = 128.31
Note. There is a statistically significant difference among the ['s with a =.05.
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Testing Differences Among 3 Correlation Coefficients of TDEE Estimates
Method of Estimating
TDEE
TDEEmetCart,FI
(all participants)
TDEEtradAvg,FI
(all participants)
TDEEskfC,FI
(all participants)

nj

U= no. grps)

Wj
(= nj-3)

Z·I

w I·

* Zi

'J

w

* z2

44

41

.51

0.5627

23.071921

12.9833

44

41

.35

0.3654

14.983194

5.47551

44

41
123

.58

0.6625

27.160971
65.216085

17.9931
36.4519

Wdot=

sums

df= 2
Zbarw = sumOfWeightedZj/wdot
= 0.5302
average!:= .49
Chi Sqrd = sum0fwZ2-(wdot*Zbar2w) = 1.8735
< 5.99; a= .05
Note . There is not a statistically significant difference among the (s with a =.05 .
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